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Abstract

Experimental techniques using X-rays , such as absorption and emission spectroscopies and
solution scattering, are a powerful tool in material research due to their sensitivity to geometric
and electronic structure of the investigated system. Furthermore, these methods can be applied
to study samples in solution, which is especially important for monitoring reactions in situ in
biochemical applications and catalysis. Extension of X-ray methods into the pump-probe regime,
where the sample system is probed after excitation by a pump photon, happened in recent years
and opened new possibilities for investigation of structures of short-living photoexcited states.
In this thesis a combination of ultrafast X-ray and optical techniques was applied to study the
structural dynamics in a photoexcited binuclear copper complex with tetramethylguanidine and
bridging disulfide ligands [Cu2(TMGphS−SphTMG)2]2+ (Cu2(NSSN)2). This complex stems
from biomimetic research of active sites of copper enzymes involved in electron transfer. In the
context of structural responses to electronic excitations within biologically relevant Cu/N/S
systems, coordinated disulfide groups offer ideal conditions as electron sinks due to their empty
antibonding sigma orbitals. In the course of this study certain aspects of the electronic and
structural dynamics of the photoexcited MLCT state of Cu2(NSSN)2 in solution were elucidated.
In particular, the femtosecond optical transient spectroscopy revealed three distinct timescales
constants of 650 fs, 10 ps and >100 ps, which were assigned as internal conversion to the ground
state (Sn → S0), intersystem crossing 1MLCT→ 3MLCT, and structural changes in the triplet
state and its subsequent relaxation to the ground state, respectively. Experimental data collected
with both X-ray techniques were in agreement with the DFT-predicted structure for the triplet
state. Direct energy space fitting of transient extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
data confirmed shortening and elongation of certain Cu-N and Cu-S bonds with precision on
the order of 0.01 Å. The best fit of the transient WAXS data is achieved for the structure where,
as predicted by the DFT calculations, one of S-S bonds is cleaved, and the copper-sulfur cycle
opens up with the Cu-S-S-Cu torsion angle change of 52°. These results widen the knowledge on
electronic and structural dynamics of photoexcited copper-sulfur complexes and demonstrate
the potential of combining the pump-probe X-ray absorption and scattering for studies on
photoinduced structural dynamics in copper-based coordination complexes.



Zusammenfassung

Experimentelle Techniken mit Röntgenstrahlung bieten große Möglichkeiten in der Materialfor-
schung. Dabei ist die Röntgenabsorptionsspektroskopie (XAS) gegenüber lokalen Strukturen
besonders sensibel. Die Röntgenemissionsspektroskopie (XES) ist hingegen sensitiv auf atomare
Spins. Die beiden Techniken können auf feste, flüssige und gasförmige Proben angewendet
werden. Dies ist besondesr wichtig für die in situ Überwachung von Reaktionen in biochemi-
schen Anwendungen und Katalyse. Pump-Probe-Experimente, bei denen die Probe zunächst
von einem Anregungspuls angeregt und deren photoaangeregte Zustände anschließend mit
Röntgenpulsen untersucht wird, erweitern diese Techniken um das zeitaufgelöste Regime. Dies
eröffnet Möglichkeiten zur Untersuchung der Struktur kurzlebiger, photoinduzierter Zustände.
Eine weitere struktursensitive und zeitaufgelöste Technik ist die zeitaufgelöste Weitwinkel-
Röntgen-Streuung (TR-WAXS), mit welcher Moleküle in Lösung untersucht werden können.

Kupfer-Diimin-Komplexe waren unter den ersten Proben, welche mittels zeitaufgelöster
Röntgenabsorptionsspektroskopie untersucht wurden. Diese Arbeit erweitert diese Forschung
auf einen zweikernigen Kumpferkomplex koordiniert mit Disulfidbrücken und Tetramethyl-
guanidinliganden. Diese Verbindung ist für einen Cu(I)/N/S-Komplex außergewöhnlich stabil
in atmosphärischer Umgebung und zeigt ein interessantes, durch Chlorid-Ionen vermitteltes,
Gleichgewicht mit der Cu(II)-Thiolat-Form. Cu2(NSSN)2 weist gewisse Ähnlichkeiten zu Kupfer-
Diiminen, wie zum Beispiel die Koordination durch sp2 Stickstoffatome. Gleichzeitig bewirken
die Anwesenheit von zwei Kupferatomen sowie die zusätzliche Koordination durch Schwe-
fel spezifische Wechselwirkungen, die die angeregte Zustandsstruktur beeinflussen. Um die
photoinduzierten Strukturänderungen innerhalb des solvatisierten Komplexes direkt zu beob-
achten, wurde dieser mittels zeitaufgelöster Röntgenabsorptions- und emissionsspektroskopie,
sowie Weitwinkel-Röntgen-Streuung im Pikosekundenbereich untersucht. Ergänzend wurde die
Zeitentwicklung elektronisch angeregter Zustände im Femtosekundenbereich durch transiente
UV/Vis Absorptionsspektroskopie untersucht. Mittels dichtefunktionaltheoretischer (DFT) Be-
rechnungen wurden molekulare Geometrien und elektronische Strukturen des Grundzustandes,
sowie zweier Metall-zu-Ligand-Ladungstransfer-Zustände (MLCT) mit Singulett- (1MLCT)
und Triplettkonfiguration (3MLCT) berechnet. Durch Kombination dieser Techniken konn-
ten wesentliche Aspekte der elektronischen und strukturellen Dynamik des photoangeregten
MLCT-Zustandes von gelöstem Cu2(NSSN)2 aufgedeckt werden. Durch transiente UV/Vis-
Femtosekunden-Spektroskopie konnten drei verschiedene Anregungen bestimmt werden: die
innere Konversion (IC) in den Grundzustand (Sn → S0) mit einer Zeitkonstanten von 650 fs, der
Übergang von 1MLCT→ 3MLCT (Intersystem Crossing) mit einer Zeitkonstanten von 10 ps,
sowie eine strukturelle Änderung im Triplettzustand und deren anschließende Relaxation in den
Grundzustand mit einer Zeitkonstanten >100 ps. Durch die beiden Röntgentechniken (XAS und
WAXS) gewonnene Daten stimmten mit den theoretischen DFT-Vorhersagen für die Struktur
des Triplettzustandes überein. Direkte Energieraumanpassungen transienter EXAFS (Extended
X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure Spectroscopy) bestätigte die Ergebnisse bezüglich Verkürzung
und Verlängerung bestimmter Cu-N- und Cu-S-Bindungen mit einer Präzision gegen 0,01 Å. Die
Besten Resultate transienter WAXS-Daten wurden für diejenige Struktur erreicht, bei der durch
DFT-Berechnungen eine der S-S-Bindungen aufgebrochen und der Kupfer-Schwefel-Zyklus
geöffnet ist, während sich der Cu-S-S-Cu-Torsionswinkel um 52° ändert. Die Ergebnisse dieser
Arbeiten erweitern den bisherigen Kenntnisstand über die Photophysik in Kupfer-Schwefel-
Komplexen und zeigen das große Potential der Kombination von Röntgenspektroskopie- und
streutechniken, sowie optischer Ultrakurzzeitspektroskopie für die Untersuchung photoin-
duzierter Struktur- und elektronischer Dynamik in kupferbasierten Koordinationskomplexen
auf.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Transition metal (TM) complexes play an important role in both nature and technology. Photo-
chemistry and photophysics of TM compounds have been in the focus of fundamental and ap-
plied research since decades [Sch04]. As a result, photocatalytical reactions using TM complexes
became an important branch of modern chemical technology [Mal09]. Copper, in particular,
plays a big role both in technology and in chemistry of life. Compared to transition metals
of the 5th and 6th periods copper is more environmentally friendly and economically viable
material for photosensitisers and photocatalysts [SSC08]. At the same time copper is found
in active centres of many enzymes, whose functions include electron transfer (ET), oxygen
binding, activation, and reduction [Ror04; Sol+14], and others. Since long time scientists strive to
reproduce and study structure and function of the active site of enzymes, in particular, copper ET
centres, based on small synthetic compounds [Sol+04; BRP05]. Research in this field contributed
immensely to the knowledge on these chemical systems.

Experimental tools using X-rays offer great possibilities in material research. Among ex-
perimental techniques X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), in particular, is sensitive to local
structure, and X-ray emission spectroscopy is sensitive to atomic spins. These techniques can be
applied to samples in any medium, such as solid, liquid or gas, which is especially important for
monitoring reactions in situ in biochemical applications and catalysis. Extending X-ray methods
into the pump-probe regime, where the sample system is probed after excitation by a pump
photon, opens new possibilities for investigation of structures of short-living photoinduced
states. Due to their importance, TM complexes became the object of structural studies directly
following the development of these methods. Materials studied with pump-probe X-ray absorp-
tion and/or emission spectroscopies include Cu diimine complexes [Che+03; Pen+13; Fra+14;
Dic+17], spin crossover Fe complexes [Gaw+07; Bor+13], as well as compounds of Ru [Gaw06;
Van+15], Ir [Bri17], Os [Zha+16], Pt [Vee+09], Re [El +13], Co [Can+15]. Sensitivity of XAS to
the oxidation state of the element was used to study kinetics of Photosystem II (Mn K-edge)
[Hau05].

In this thesis we applied pump-probe X-ray and optical methods to study photoinduced
structural dynamics in a binuclear copper complex with disulfide bridges and tetramethyl-
guanidine ligands [Cu2(TMGphS−SphTMG)2] +

2 (Cu2(NSSN)2). This compound is unusually
stable in ambient conditions for a Cu(I)/N/S complex and demonstrates an interesting chloride-
mediated equilibrium with Cu(II)-thiolate form [Neu+12]. Light pulses can be used to excite
a charge transfer band in this complex, causing the change of oxidation state of copper from
(+1) to (+2). The combination of picosecond time-resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS),
X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) was used to access
the structural and electronic changes in the complex originating due to this charge transfer.
Additionally, femtosecond transient absorption in UV-Vis energy range was used to address the
relaxation dynamics at ultrafast timescales. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
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used to predict molecular geometries and electronic structures of the ground and excited states.
Cu2(NSSN)2 bears certain similarity to copper-diimines, extensively studied by pump-probe
XAS, such as coordination by sp2 nitrogen atoms. At the same time, the presence of two copper
atoms as well as additional coordination by sulfur cause specific interactions influencing the
excited state structure. In particular, in the context of structural responses to electronic excita-
tions within biologically relevant Cu/N/S systems, coordinated disulfide groups offer ideal
conditions as electron sinks due to their empty antibonding sigma orbitals. Investigating the
effect of this interaction will contribute to the emerging field of structural dynamics studies and
to knowledge of biologically-relevant ET-coupled structural changes.

Thesis outline. In chapter 2 general aspects of chemistry of copper are addressed. Details
of photophysical properites of TM compounds with focus on copper complexes are presented
in chapter 3. X-rays and their interaction with matter are addressed in chapter 4. Chapter 5 is
devoted to the objective of this thesis – the study of structural dynamics in a dicopper(I)-disulfide
complex. In section 5.1 preparative studies in the ground state are reported and the choice of the
solvents for the following pump-probe experiments is justified. In further sections three pump-
probe experiments are reported. Section 5.2 presents the results of the transient absorption in
UV-Vis experiment. Section 5.3 follows up with transient X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Finally,
transient wide-angle X-ray scattering combined with X-ray emission spectroscopy are presented
in section 5.4. Section 5.5 summarises the results by the discussion of the photocycle resulting
from this combined study. The main conclusions and an outlook for future are presented in
chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Copper: chemical properties and
biological relevance

This chapter introduces electronic structure of copper and the role of d orbitals for its coordina-
tion geometry. Insight into the biological role of copper is given with focus on proteins relevant
for electron transfer. Finally thiolate-disulfide interconversion in nature as well as model systems
demonstrating copper(I)-disulfide/copper(II)-thiolate interconversion are addressed.

2.1 Introduction

Copper played an important role in both evolution of life on earth and development of human
culture. In the evolution of life on Earth copper first became important after oxygen started
to accumulate in the atmosphere causing solubilisation of copper(II) sulfide minerals [IB13].
Nowadays on the order of 3000 copper-containing enzymes are known, which are distributed
over all domains of life. However, they are mainly found in the aerobic organisms [DBW11].
Copper enzymes are involved in ET, O2 binding, activation and reduction, NO2 and N2O re-
duction, and substrate activation [Sol+14]. In the history of human civilisation copper metal
has been recognized and used extensively since prehistoric times – probably around 5000 B.C.
[Con06]. A period of extensive use of the metal in production of tools, currency and weapons is
often referred to as the Copper Age. The Bronze Age followed around 2500 B.C. when it was
discovered that addition of tin to copper improves the strength of the material [Con06]. Nowa-
days copper is the most common material for electric wires due to its good electric conductivity
and relatively low price. Metallic copper on substrates as well as numerous copper compounds
are used as catalysts both in lab and industry (see, for example, reviews [BC04; Ale+08; Jer+09;
Gaw+16]). High-temperature cuprate superconductors can be cooled to superconductivity using
liquid nitrogen (instead of liquid helium required for normal superconductors), which makes
them an important material for building powerful electromagnets [Cha00]. Application of
copper complexes as organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) and photosensitisers will be further
addressed in the section 3.2.

2.2 Electronic structure and coordination geometries of copper

Copper belongs to the transition metals, which are elements whose atom has a partially filled d
sub-shell, or which can give rise to cations with an incomplete d sub-shell [MW97]. The presence
of partially-filled d orbitals (shown on Fig. 2.1) to a big extent determines the properties of
TM complexes: they take part in the formation of chemical bonds and determine coordination
geometry of the system. In the periodic table of elements copper is located in group 11 together
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with silver and gold. As a metal it has [Ar]3d104s1 electronic structure. Typical oxidation states
of Cu are +1 and +2; +3 is rare, and +4 exists, but is quite exotic [Con06; Sin+15].

Coordination polyhedra of copper and other TM compounds can be discussed in terms
of crystal field theory (CFT) [Ber10]. This theory makes several assumptions: it regards the
interaction of the central atom (CA) and ligands as purely electrostatic; ligands are regarded
as "structureless" charge sources, whereas the CA is considered with its detailed electronic
structure. The main effect that ligands have on the states of the CA is splitting of its energy
levels. In a spherically symmetric electric field d orbitals of the CA would have equal energies.
In a coordination compound the field symmetry is determined by positions of ligands. The
energy of orbitals whose lobes are located closer to ligands is higher than the energy of orbitals
located further away. As a result, d orbitals are split in energy as shown in Fig. 2.2 for tetrahedral,
octahedral and square-planar coordination.

dxy

dx2−y2

dxzdyz

z

yx

dz2

Figure 2.1: d orbitals calculated for a hydrogen atom.

The preferred coordination geometry depends on the electronic structure of the CA and
therefore on its oxidation state. Cu+1 has a full 3d10 shell and is a soft (easily polarisable) cation
which readily coordinates soft ligands, such as phosphorus and sulfur, also nitrogen, and to
lesser extent halogenes (Cl, Br, I) and oxygen. Due to a fully occupied 3d level Cu+1 does not
have strong preferences in coordination geometry: d orbitals are split in the field of ligands,
but no structural distortion would result in the energy gain for the d10 subshell. Therefore
in an unconstrained system ligands are usually distributed in space as far from each other as
possible, resulting in linear, trigonal or tetrahedral coordination for two, three and four ligands
respectively [Con06]. In tetrahedral geometry the orbitals are split into two levels: dz2 and dx2−y2

have lower energy than dxy, dyz and dxz (Fig. 2.2).
Cu+2 has a 3d9 subshell. It is a less polarisable cation than Cu+1, and its coordination

chemistry is dominated by nitrogen- and oxygen-donating ligands, followed by chloride and
sulfur-containing species [Con06]. Cu+2 normally has higher coordination numbers than Cu+1,
most typically four to six. For an octahedral, i.e. six-coordinated complex, dxy, dyz and dxz have
lower energies than dz2 and dx2−y2 which have their lobes along metal-ligand bonds (see Fig.
2.1 and 2.2). For a d9 system in an ideal octahedral coordination three electrons would occupy
two degenerate d orbitals. In this situation the Jahn-Teller theorem becomes relevant, which
states that if a nonlinear system has degenerate energy levels in the ground state, this state will
be unstable, and the deformations leading to removal of degeneracy will appear [Ber75]. As a
result of this instability six-coordinated Cu+2 complexes are distorted from octahedral towards
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tetrahedral

spherically symmetric

square-planar

octahedral

d10 d9

En
er

gy

dz2

dxy

dx2−y2

dyz dxz

dx2−y2dz2

dxydxzdyz

Figure 2.2: Scheme of crystal field splitting of d orbitals for d10 in tetrahedral coordination (characteristic
for Cu+1) and d9 in octahedral and square-planar coordination (Cu+2).

tetragonal coordination, with four shorter equatorial bonds and two longer axial bonds (or
one for five-coordinated complexes). This distortion causes further splitting of the d orbitals in
energy and therefore disappearance of the degeneracy. Complexes with two shorter axial bonds
and four longer equatorial bonds exist, but are more rare. Four-coordinate tetrahedral and planar
complexes are also known [Con06]. Apart from static distortion caused by the Jahn-Teller effect
some Cu+2 complexes demonstrate non-rigid geometries (copper-ligand distances observed
in a crystallographic experiment depend on the temperature) and plasticity effect (different
geometries can be stable at the same external conditions) [Gaž+76; Hat84]. This behaviour
can be explained by the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect [Ber75; Ber10]. The Born-Oppenheimer
approximation cannot be applied to describe the electronic properties of the d9 configuration of
the Cu+2 ion in an orbitally degenerate electronic ground state. The vibronic potential energy
surface (PES) has to be considered, which has a shape of a warped "Mexican hat" with several
minima corresponding to structural distortions along different coordinates [Hat84]. The system
can be in a state of degenerate dynamic equilibrium switching between these minima; or some
influence (such as ligands; conditions of crystallisation – pH, temperature; external pressure)
can stabilise the system in one of these minima. Due to these electronic effects Cu+2 complexes
demonstrate a high versatility of crystallographic structures.

CFT explains some important optical, magnetic, and thermodynamic properties of TM
complexes. However, its main limitation is the assumption that the nature of bonding in a TM
system is a purely electrostatic interaction between the central atom and the ligands. Therefore
it does not take into account the nature of ligands, which is necessary for description of the
electronic structure of the system and its further photophysical properties. An extension of CFT,
which takes into account the nature of bonding between the central atom and the ligands is the
ligand field theory (LFT). This theory describes the formation of molecular orbitals (MO) from
the atomic orbitals of ligands and CA [Ber10]. This description is especially relevant for the
discussion of photophysical properties involving ligand orbitals, as will be addressed in chapter
3.
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(a) Structure of CuA-centre of bovine heart cy-
tochrome c oxidase in fully oxidised state
from [Aoy+09]

(b) Structure of Type I Cu centre of the dou-
ble mutant D44A D45A Plastocyanin from
Phormidium laminosum from [Fro+09]

2.3 Copper enzymes for electron transfer

In the chemistry of life copper plays an important role being a part of many essential metal-
loenzymes. Among various active sites of copper, the mononuclear Type I blue Cu site and the
binuclear CuA site (Fig. 2.3a) participate in the electron transfer processes. CuA is a structural
motif found in the enzyme cytochrome c oxidase, a terminal oxidase of the breathing chain in
mitochondria of eukariotic cells and some aerobic bacteria, and in nitrous oxide reductase in
denitrifying bacteria. It contains an almost flat rhombic Cu2S2 core (referred to as "diamond
core"). Copper ions are coordinated each by a histidine nitrogen and sulfur atoms from two
cysteine residues. Additionally, depending on the particular enzyme, they can be supported by
weakly coordinating ligands such as thioether sulfur of methionin and carbonyl oxygen from
isoleucine, histidine and glutamate residues [Iwa+95; Tsu+95; Sou00]. The Type I centre is found
in the family of so-called blue copper proteins. Two most common examples are plastocyanine
and azurine. In these copper enzymes copper ion has a trigonal coordination by two histidines
and a cysteine residue (with copper being slightly out of Hys2Cys plane). In various proteins of
this family the copper can be additionally weakly coordinated with one or two residues forming
a trigonal (bi)pyramid [GF83; Syk85; NAB86; Kar+91; Zai+96; Duc+98].

Both these active centres are able to mediate long-range ET processes with rates on the
order of 103 - 105 s−1 [SSM96; DeB+01; BRP05; Sol+14]. These rates are unusually high, because
normally ET reactions involve a significant reorganisation energy due to both internal changes in
structure, following the changes in electron configuration, and reorganisation of the surrounding
solvent matrix, following the change in the dipoles of the redox system [Ror04]. In particular in
an unconstrained Cu(+2/+1) system, ET would involve a change in both coordination geometry
and number, as well as in bond lengths, resulting in high internal reorganisation energies. On
the other hand, as discussed in section 2.2, the spherically symmetric d10 electronic configuration
of Cu+1 should not exhibit a strong preference for a specific geometry, and Cu+2 complexes
demonstrate flexibility in their geometries. These factors may facilitate ET in constrained copper
systems. Two main hypotheses were proposed in order to explain the nature of unusually fast
ET in these copper enzymes. According to the "entatic state" concept by Vallee and Williams
[VW68; Wil95] the local protein environment imposes a certain coordination on the metal centre
which is intermediate between two redox states. This way the ground state geometry resembles
the transition state geometry during the ET, and thus the Marcus reorganisation energy λ [MS85]
is small and ET rates are large. At the same time the idea that high copper-ligand covalency,
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and not strained geometry, is responsible for stabilisation of electronic states was developed by
Solomon [SL93; SLR98; Gam+98] and Rydes [Ryd+96; Ols+98]. Both blue copper site and CuA
contain short and highly covalent Cu-thiolate bonds. For CuA the redox-active molecular orbital
(RAMO) is highly delocalised, and the unpaired spin of the Cu1.5Cu1.5 state is located to a larger
extent on the two bridging sulfur atoms (46 %) than on the two coppers (44 %) [DeB+01]. In this
respect the polarisable nature of sulfur serves to tune electronic properties and reactivity of the
active sites [Sol+14; YBT05].

Catalytic active sites of metalloenzymes inspired work of synthetic chemists striving to
reproduce structure and/or function of the enzymes with synthetic low molecular weight
compounds. A variety of copper complexes with sulfur-containing ligands were isolated and
characterised, including models for the dinuclear CuA site. Most of the synthesized complexes
contain monovalent dicopper(II) bis(µ-thiolato) species and can not be brought into the mixed
valent state [Hou+95; Bra+96; INF01; UTI02; Ura+05; Ram+06; Roy+09; Neu+12]. Still, several
groups succeeded in synthesizing multivalent species with delocalised charge Cu1.5

2 S2 [HYT96;
Gen+11; Neu+11]. Although many of the compounds synthesized in biomimetic research do not
reproduce the sought properties of real biochemical objects, research in this field contributed
immensely to the knowledge on these particular chemical systems. Difficulties in reproducing
certain properties of metalloenzymes demonstrate that fine details of molecular and electronic
structure can have a decisive effect on the properties of the system and reaction pathways,
driving further investigations in this field.

2.4 Thiolate-disulfide equilibrium

Thiolate-disulfide equilibrium is relevant for diverse processes in chemistry of life, such as
protein folding and stability, regulation of gene expression, catalytic activity and protection
against oxidative damage [Fah77; Gil95; GGJ03]. For example, glutatione (GSH) is an abundant
enzyme involved in many cellular processes; in particular, it reacts with a wide spectrum of
cellular oxidants, this way protecting cells from free radicals. Its function is realised by reaction
of the free -SH group with a radical; GSH is then oxidised into GSSG disulfide form, which can
then be recovered back into the reduced form by the enzyme glutatione-disulfide-reductase
[Sie99; Jac+03]. Another important process involving thiolate-disulfide interconversion is the
formation of disulfide bridges forming secondary and tertiary protein structure. In addition to
the redox-active function, the thiolate group forms coordinate bonds with a wide range of metal
ions such as iron, zinc, cadmium, mercury, cobalt, and copper. These metal ions can affect the
redox properties of the thiolate [Jac+03]. In particular, it was suggested that disulfide-thiolate
conversion is involved in process of copper delivery to CuA by Sco proteins [Ban+11].
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Figure 2.4: Chloride-mediated disulfide-thiolate equilibrium reported in [Neu+12].

Research of dinuclear copper thiolate complexes and their interconversion had led to a
discovery of redox equilibrium between copper(II)-µ-thiolate and copper(I)-disulfide species.
Some systems were demonstrated where this equilibrium is mediated by halide ions [UTI02;
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Neu+12]. Both publications report reversible copper(I)-disulfide/copper(II)-thiolate intercon-
version mediated by addition or removal of chloride ions. The Cu+1-disulfide complex from
[Neu+12] (Fig. 2.4) was investigated in this work. Another study of copper-thiolate-disulfide
equilibrium was reported in [Ord+14]. The authors found a system where, depending on the
solvent and temperature, either Cu+2

2 S−2
2 or Cu+1

2 S−1
2 is formed upon addition of Cu+1 ions to

the ligand (Fig. 2.5).

R2N

Cu+1
S

S NR2
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S NR2
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Figure 2.5: Disulfide-thiolate equilibrium reported in [Ord+14].

Investigation of such equilibrium systems may lead to deeper understanding of copper-sulfur
redox processes in biological systems, as well as influence of metal ions on disulfide-thiolate
equilibrium in general.
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Chapter 3

Photophysical properties of transition
metal complexes

This chapter introduces the photophysical properties of transition metal complexes with focus
on copper. Recent advances in knowledge about structural dynamics in copper complexes are
summarised.

3.1 General aspects of photophysics of transition metal complexes

Photophysical and photochemical properties of TM complexes are extensively studied due to
their relevance to some biological processes and various applications in technology [Sch04].
Many special photophysical features of TM complexes originate from the existence of various
types of excited states of different orbital origin and localization within the molecule, as well as
high density of states. Possible excited states include [Vlč00]:

• charge transfer states, such as metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT), where an electron
is excited from a metal-centred orbital to a ligand-centred orbital, or vice-versa (ligand-to-
metal charge transfer (LMCT));

• metal-centered (MC) transitions between d orbitals that are possible in transition metals
with partially filled d orbitals;

• ligand-centered (LC) transitions which happen between the orbitals of the ligand.

The processes of photoexcitation and consequent relaxation in a molecule are normally
presented in the form of Jablonski diagrams as shown in Fig. 3.1. For organic molecules, the
photoexcited behaviour is often discussed in terms of relaxation processes clearly separated in
time and energy [KM05]. However, for TM complexes such a simplified description is often
not possible. Due to a high density of states, TM complexes typically have several electronic
configurations with similar energy. These configurations will generally mix and give rise to
several electronic excited states accessible in a narrow energy range [Bal01]. These excited states
can be of different character and can interact with each other. As a result, the relaxation pathway
of the system often depends on the excitation energy. Besides that, many TM complexes are
active in redox reactions in the ground state as well as in excited states [Bal01]. The spin-orbit
coupling is significant for transition metals, and, unlike organic molecules, TM systems undergo
efficient intersystem crossing (ISC), often on ultra-fast time scales [Vee+11]. All these factors
make study of photophysics and photochemistry of TM complexes challenging, but interesting
for fundamental science and perspective for technology, where TM complexes with desirable
photophysical properties can be designed. The connection between excited-state chemistry and
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ET reactivity enables us to study the charge-transfer processes relevant for biochemistry driven
by light pulses.
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3.2 Photophysical properties of copper complexes

Photoexcited states of Cu+1 complexes have been studied extensively with relation to their
emissive or photosensitising properties [Arm+07; Mal09]. Mostly copper complexes with N-
and P- ligands were investigated, sometimes with halogen coligands. Cu+2 complexes normally
do not demonstrate attractive photophysical properties, because the lowest excited states are
often metal-centred, since a d-d transition is possible for the 3d9 configuration, and deactivate
via ultrafast non-radiative processes [Arm+07]. In the following section the current knowledge
about photophysics of Cu+1 complexes is summarised.

Photoabsorption (optical spectra)
In the absorption spectra of Cu+1 complexes the lowest-lying absorption band is normally a

metal-to-ligand charge transfer transition from a highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
with strong Cu 3d contribution to a ligand-centred lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).
For ligands with π-bonds, such as pyridine and related compounds, the LUMO often is the π∗ of
the aromatic ring [BM78]. At the same time, ligand-centered transitions (ππ∗) close in energy are
also possible with some ligand systems [Hsu+11], as well as halogen-to-ligand charge transfer
(XLCT) transitions [Zin+13]. The copper complex investigated in this work, Cu2(NSSN)2, has its
LUMO located on the σ∗ orbital of the disulfide bridge. As a result the lowest transition in the
absorption spectrum is a MLCT Cu→S, as shown in Fig. 3.2.

Relaxation of the excited state
Light pulse absorption happens on the time scale of 1 fs, which is faster than the characteristic

time of nuclear motion, and as a result the created excited state has different electronic, but
the same molecular structure as the ground state (Frank-Condon (FC) principle). Such system
is far from equilibrium, and the excess energy is dissipated via a complex convolution of
several processes happening on ultrafast time scales, such as vibrational relaxation (VR) and
internal conversion (IC) Sn → S1. VR is the loss of vibrational excitation energy by a molecular
entity through energy transfer to the environment caused by collisions, whereas IC refers
to an isoenenergetic radiationless transition between two electronic states of the same spin
multiplicity [MW97]. These processes are accompanied by structural changes leading to S1,relaxed
and adjustment of the solvation sphere according to the new charge distribution in the system
[Vlč00; MFC15]. The common view of excited-state relaxation as a sequence of steps that are
distinguished in time and energy can not be applied for these processes.

After the system relaxed to the S1 state, it can return to the ground state via emissive
(fluorescence) or non-emissive (IC) S1 → S0 transition. A competing process is intersystem
crossing (ISC) to the triplet state S1 → T1. ISC denotes a radiationless process involving a
transition between two electronic states with different spin multiplicity [MW97]. ISC Sn → Tm is
also possible, followed by IC Tm → T1. The real relaxation path can only be discussed in terms
of PES of the system, as demonstrated in [ITT07] for Cu(dmp)2. The efficiency and the rate of
ISC is determined by the value of spin-orbit (SO) constant (ζCu = 857cm−1 [Ber+16]), as well
as by the molecular structure, electronic levels and structural changes which take place after
the photoexcitation [Vee+11]. Time scales of ISC were reported to be 2 to 27 ps for different
copper complexes [MFC15; ITT07; Ber+16; Dic+17]. It is interesting to note that these times are
much longer than what is observed for many other TM complexes, which normally undergo
ISC at <200 fs [Vlč00; For06]. The relative efficiency of IC S1 → S0 versus ISC S1 → T1 can be
quite different for different compounds. For example, [Hua+15] found the yield of 14 % ISC and
86 % IC for non-emissive [Cu(phen)2]+, while [Dic+17] observed a 1:1 ratio between these two
competing processes for phosphorescent Cu(TMGqu)2.

After ISC to T1 the system can return to the ground state following the non-radiative (ISC)
or radiative pathway (phosphorescence). Typical triplet emission decay times (T1 → S0) are
on the order of 100 µs up to a few ms [Yer+11]. Some complexes show prompt fluorescence,
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Figure 3.2: UV-vis absorption spectrum of Cu2(NSSN)2 in CH2Cl2. Band assignment performed based
on [Neu09] and the DFT calculations presented in this work.

however, strong singlet emission is normally only observed in cases when the singlet state
gets repopulated from the triplet if the energy gap between S1 and T1 is on the order of kBT
[CT14]. This process is normally called reversed intersystem crossing (RISC), and the emission
from the repopulated singlet is referred to as thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF).
It is quite efficient for some copper complexes [CT14]. In emission spectra it manifests itself
as emission bands with small Stokes shifts characteristic for fluorescence, lifetimes which fall
between fluorescence and phosphorescence, and gradual red-shift and increase of emission
lifetimes upon cooling [CY15].

Functional materials based on copper complexes
There are two major material classes where photophysical and photochemical properties

of copper complexes are applied: organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and photosensitisers.
Copper complexes are promising alternatives to noble-metals compounds used in these ap-
plications due to their lower price, higher abundance and lower impact on the environment
[SS15]. An OLED is a light-emitting diode where the emissive electroluminescent layer is a
film of an organic compound [GRP06]. Some Cu+1 complexes with P-coordination synthesised
in recent years demonstrate the desired combination of high quantum yields and moderately
long lifetimes (tens of µs) due to the TADF effect, making them suitable candidates for OLEDs
[Dea+10; Che+13; Lei+13; Gne+15; CY15; Ber+16]. Photosensitisers are compounds that are
excited upon absorption of a visible light photon and transfer their photoexcited electrons to
an acceptor, for example the anode of a solar cell [Gon+17]. Copper complexes often have a
strong absorption in the blue part of the visible spectrum, and were investigated in this regard as
materials for dye-sensitised solar cells and for photocatalytical water reduction [Lin+10; Luo+12;
Fra+14; San+14; SS15].

Photophysics of copper complexes with sulfur ligands
Copper complexes with sulfur ligands were synthesised and studied extensively (see chapter

2), but their photophysical properties remain largely unknown. There are some examples
of luminescence studies, such as works on multicopper(I) arenethiolates [Kno+92] and Cu-
substituted Zn7-metallothionein [Gas+88]. [Kno+92] presents several tricopper complexes with
Cu3S3 and Cu3S2C rings and discusses their photophysical properties as a function of relative
orientation of the aryl group (Ar) and the lone-pair electrons on sulfur of the neighboring SAr
groups. The emission that is observed for one of the complexes can be described as happening
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from two levels with 14.5 cm−1 separation, with 6 µs and 300 µs decay times. The authors state
that it could be either TADF or emission from two triplet levels resulting from zero-field splitting.
Low number of publications addressing luminescence properties of Cu/S systems shows that
there is still a big field for investigations in this class of materials.

3.3 Structural dynamics upon photoexcitation in copper complexes

In this work we concentrate on structural changes that accompany photoinduced charge transfer.
These changes can be directly monitored by means of transient X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(trXAS) (see chapter 4). Copper compounds were among the first to be investigated with this
developing technique, in particular Cu(dmp)2 and other Cu bisphenantrolines [Che+02; Che+03;
SSC08; Loc+10; Pen+13; Cap+14; MFC15; Cap+15], as well as Cu bicinchoninic acid (Nqu
coordination) [Fra+14] and Cu(TMGqu)2 (Nqu and NTMG coordination) [Dic+17]. These trXAS
studies, supported by time-resolved optical spectroscopies and DFT calculations, show that upon
photoexcitation of these compounds the oxidation state of copper changes from +1 to +2, which
is accompanied by flattening of the coordination polyhedron and shrinking of Cu-N distances
to the values characteristic for Cu+2 analogues (when they are known, like in [Che+03; Dic+17]).
Despite extensive studies on Cu bisphenantrolines, there is still discussion about interpretation
of the results, especially in the question of exciplex formation (solvent coordination in the excited
state). Some researches state that the acetonitrile molecule is coordinated in the excited state
at the distance as short as nitrogens of the ligand (∼ 2 Å) [Che+03; SSC08]. However, some
recent trXAS experiments and moleculare dynamic simulations on the model complex suggest
the lack of complexation and rationalise the lifetime shortening by decrease in 3MLCT energy
and ISC yield in donating solvents [Pen+13]. The extensive research of excited states in copper
complexes added a lot to the contemporary understanding of the structural degrees of freedom
in TM complexes and was a grounding base for this work.
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Chapter 4

Experimental X-rays techniques

This chapter provides the theoretical background necessary to understand the X-ray techniques
applied in this work. First, an introduction into interaction of X-rays with matter is given. X-ray
absorption and emission spectroscopies are discussed, with a focus on copper compounds. X-ray
scattering is described in relevance with pump-probe time-resolved wide-angle X-ray scattering
applied to solutions.

X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with energies approximately between 0.1 and 100
keV. When an X-ray photon interacts with an atom, it can be scattered or absorbed. The
photoabsorption process is accompanied by excitation of an electron [AM11]. The scattering
process can be elastic or inelastic. Each of these processes is characterised by its cross-section,
and the total cross-section is a sum of contributions from all processes σtot = σel + σinel + σabs
(Fig. 4.1). For Cu at the photon energy of around 10 keV the cross-section of absorption exceeds
that of other processes. In this work we used X-ray techniques based on both absorption and
elastic scattering.
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Figure 4.1: Atomic X-ray interaction cross-sections of Cu for different processes (data from [NIS])
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4.1 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)

Far from resonant photon energies the absorption cross-section of X-rays drops with approxi-
mately E−3 dependence [AM11] (Fig. 4.1, 4.2). When the energy of an incoming X-ray photon
approaches the energy of a bound electron on one of the subshells, the probability of photon ab-
sorption strongly increases. This part in the spectrum is referred to as an absorption edge. Upon
photoabsorption the electron is excited, either to an empty bound orbital, or to the continuum
above the ionisation potential [Pen05]. The energy of core electrons strongly depends on the
atomic number Z and is therefore a unique spectral signature of an element.

Absorption edges are named according to the main quantum number n, like K for n=0, L
for n=1, M for n=2, etc (Fig. 4.3). For the K-edge, only one subshell (1s) exists. For the L-edge,
electrons are distributed on 2s and 2p subshells. Due to spin-orbit coupling, 2p subshell is
additionally split in two. As a result, there are three L-edges: LI, LII and LIII, which correspond
to the absorption from 2s, 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 subshells, respectively. For M shell 5 subshells exist:
3s, 3p1/2 and 3p3/2, 3d3/2 and 3d5/2. In this work, the absorption spectroscopy was performed
on the Cu K-edge.

4.1.1 X-ray absorption fine structure

When the energy of an X-ray photon hνph exceeds the energy of a bound electron Esubshell the
electron is emitted from the atom. Its kinetic energy is equal to the difference between the
absorbed photon energy and the energy of the subshell: Ekin = hνph − Esubshell . It is commonly
expressed in terms of the photoelectron wavenumber k:

k =

√
2meEkin

h̄2 (4.1)

where me is the mass of an electron.
An absorption spectrum of a noble gas does not show oscillations in the post-edge region.

However, when the absorbing atom is embedded into matter the photoelectron propagates as
a spherical wave and scatters on the neighbouring atoms, creating an interference pattern in
the absorption beyond the edge, which is called the "fine structure" [AM11]. The part of the
spectrum that includes the edge and first ∼ 30-50 eV above it is called X-ray absorption near
edge structure (XANES) (Fig. 4.4). In this region the kinetic energy of the electron is low, and it is
strongly affected by the potential energy surface of the material. Besides that, the electron mean
free path grows at low k values. As a result, multiple scattering (MS) significantly contributes
to the interference pattern [RA00]. This part of the spectrum is very sensitive to 3D structural
and electronic information. It is challenging to model it quantitatively. When the photoelectron
kinetic energy is sufficiently high (Ekin >30-50 eV) single scattering events dominate. At the
same time, MS events still contribute in this energy range, but at these energies they can be
theoretically treated similarly to single scattering paths [RA00]. This region of the spectrum
contains 1D information about distances between the absorbing and scattering atoms. It is called
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) (Fig. 4.4).

4.1.2 X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES)

The XANES region can be separated into two regions: pre-edge + edge, where photon absorption
happens due to transition to bound orbitals; and post-edge, where the electron is excited to the
(quasi-)continuum and propagates as a spherical wave.

In the pre-edge region of K-edge spectra of 3d TM complexes dipole-forbidden quadrupole-
allowed 1s → 3d transitions can be observed. For copper, this transition is only possible for
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Figure 4.3: Scheme of the atomic energy levels. Red lines: photoabsorption process. Roman numbers
indicate the nomenclature used to label the X-ray absorption edges of the elements. Blue lines:
the core-hole is filled with an electron from a higher-lying subshell. Orbitals with quantum
number n≥3 are omitted for clarity. Dashed gray lines represent empty valence orbitals.
Based on [Jen99; AM11].
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Figure 4.4: X-ray absorption spectra of Cu2S and CuS. XANES and EXAFS regions are marked. The inset
zooms into the edge region in order to highlight the edge shift between Cu+1 and Cu+2. Data
taken from the database of XAS data [XAF].
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the oxidation states +2 or higher and occurs at 8978-8981 eV. Due to the quadrupole character
this transition is very weak; however, in the result of mixing between p orbitals of ligands with
both 3d and 4p orbitals of copper, hybrid orbitals with Cu 4p contribution are formed, which
strongly increases the transition probability [HS12]. This mixing increases upon distortion of
the coordination polyhedra from square-planar in the direction of tetrahedral resulting in the
increase of the peak intensity [SKY92]. The peak position was shown to shift to higher energies
for Cu+2 complexes with higher ligand field [Sar+08], as well as upon increase of the oxidation
state of copper to +3 [Sar+07].

The ab-initio calculations of the XANES part of the spectrum are mostly qualitative or
semi-quantitative. There is a number of software packages which can calculate edge and near
edge structure, such as Feff [Ank+98]; MXAN [BLN02]; FPMS [Hat+10; Hat]; MSNano [Krü];
FDMNES [BJ09]. A different approach to analysis of XANES spectra is empirical: the information
about the oxidation state and coordination of the absorbing atom can often be extracted from
the edge position and shape by comparing it with spectra of known compounds. For copper a
number of works focusing on correlations between the edge shape and the electronic structure
of the system have been published [San+84; Smi+85; Kau+87; SKY92; Ran+00; Sar+08; Sar+11;
HS12]. XANES spectra are routinely used to identify the oxidation state of Cu in catalysis
[Gio+14; Bor+15], in new synthetic complexes [Dok+09; Aqu+11; Neu+11; Neu+12; But+12;
Bur+14; Sin+15], as well as in biological samples [Kau+87; Win91; Sol+14; Arc+16].

The strong absorption on the copper K-edge happens due to the dipole-allowed 1s → 4p
transition. Energies of 4px, 4py and 4pz orbitals and therefore the position and shape of the
absorption edge depend on the coordination environment [HS12].

For Cu+1 with 3d10 configuration no pre-edge 1s → 3d transition is possible. For two-
coordinate linear Cu+1 complexes the energy of the 4pz orbital is increased, and 4px,y is localized
in space and at lower energy, which results in a sharp peak at ∼ 8984 eV due to the 1s→ 4px,y
transitions. The addition of a third ligand to the Cu+1 splits the degeneracy of the 4px and 4py
levels. It results in a split feature with lower intensity. For four-coordinated copper all three
4p orbitals have increased energy because of ligands, and the edge feature is at higher energy
and can also be broad. A XANES spectrum of the copper complex investigated in this work
Cu2(NSSN)2, shown in Fig. 5.18, demonstrates a quite sharp and strong (0.8 of edge jump)
feature with a maximum at 8985.5 eV and, hidden on its rise, there is a shoulder at lower energy
(∼ 8982.3 eV, which is better visible in the first derivative spectrum). [Kau+87] reports several
four-coordinated Cu complexes with (N4) and (N3O) coordination which all show an edge peak
at 8985.5 eV with the normalized absorption amplitude of 0.72 ± 0.06. The spectrum of a (S4)
complex has a shoulder at 8986.6 eV with intensity of 0.8, and in addition a smaller shoulder at
8983.8 eV. The authors suggest that the peak shift and the shoulder are due to high covalency of
the (S4) ligand. Our case with (N2S2) coordination is in agreement with these observations.

For Cu+2 compounds, the edge position is shifted to higher energies compared to Cu+1 due
to increased charge on copper causing a higher binding energy of 1s electrons (as is demonstrated
on Fig. 4.4 for Cu2S and CuS). For some Cu(N4) complexes this shift (measured at the half
height of the rising edge) was found to be 3-3.5 eV [Che+02; Hof+14], but can be smaller for
more covalent Cu-ligand bonds [Kau+87]. As in the case of Cu+1 compounds, ligands play
a big role in the position and shape of the edge. For example, Cu-ligand bonds with high
covalency demonstrate stronger absorption at low energies [Kau+87]. Cu+2(N,S) complexes
reported by [Aqu+11] confirm this observation, as well as Cu+2(N,2S,Cl) from [Neu+12]. The
rising edge shape of Cu+2 compounds is often featureless. However, XANES spectra of some of
them demonstrate a two-electron ligand-to-metal shake-down transition [HS12]. The origin of
this effect is the change in energies of copper d orbitals due to the core hole from the 1s→ 4p
transition. If the half-occupied 3dx2−y2 orbital becomes lower in energy than valent orbitals
of ligands, then a LMCT transition becomes possible, when 3dx2−y2 gets filled by an electron
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from the ligand. A 1s→ 4p+LMCT transition happens at lower energy than the 1s→ 4p, and
sometimes is a dominating excitation channel [Cha+05].

In summary, it is not easy to predict the edge shape of a photoexcited copper complex: the
ligand field and possible presence of the shake-down transition both have strong influence on
the absorption edge of Cu+2 compounds. Even for structurally quite similar complexes the
edge shapes of Cu+2 can be very different (see, for example, [Sar+08; Aqu+11]). In order to
account for the LMCT shake-down transition an ab-initio calculation has to include two-electron
processes as done in [Cha+05].

4.1.3 Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)

The EXAFS region starts at Ekin>30-50 eV and extends as long as oscillations can still be registered
– in a conventional experiment in transmission mode the spectrum is normally measured up to
Ekin ∼ 1000 eV. In this region single-scattering events dominate, which greatly simplifies the
analysis. Normally bond lengths between absorbing atom and first and second shells can be
determined with precision on the order of ∼ 0.02 Å, and with good data quality for the first shell
below 0.01 Å even in time-resolved experiments as shown in [Gaw+09; Van+15; Zha+16].

In order to extract the pure EXAFS signal the data reduction can be performed as presented
in Fig. 4.5. First the pre-edge and post-edge are fitted with polynomials (pre-edge normally
as a linear function). µ(E) can be represented as a sum of the step-like absorption spectrum
of the isolated atom µ0(E) and the oscillatory part of the spectrum χ(E) that originates due
to photoelectron scattering and carries the structural information. In order to extract χ(E) the
atomic-like background µ0(E) is subtracted (eq. 4.2), and the edge jump is normalised to 1 at
the edge position E0. E0 is normally chosen at the maximum of the first derivative of the edge or
at the half of the edge jump (Fig. 4.5a). The position of E0 is fitted in the following analysis.

χ(E) =
µ(E)− µ0(E)

µ0(E0)
(4.2)

In the next step the energy of the photoelectron is converted to electron wavenumber k by
applying eq. 4.1 for Ekin = E− E0 (Fig. 4.5c). In order to emphasise weak oscillations at higher
energies the data are normally weighted by powers of k and treated further as χ(k) · k2 or k3

(Fig. 4.5c). The Fourier-transform of χ(k) gives pseudo radial distribution function χ(R) (Fig.
4.5d). It is possible to fit the data either in k or in R-space.

The EXAFS function χ(k) can be expressed as a sum of contributions of all scattering paths.
The following equation was developed in [SSL71; Ste74] for modelling EXAFS data:

χ(k) = S2
0 ∑

j
Nj| f j(k)| sin(2kRj + φj(k))

e−2Rj/λ(k)e−2σ2
j k2

kR2
j

. (4.3)

The main part of this equation is sin(2kRj) – this is the oscillatory term which carries the
structural information, where Rj is the scattering path length. φ(k) is the phase shift introduced
when the photoelectron passes through the potential of the absorbing and scattering atoms. S2

0 is
the amplitude reduction factor, which takes into account inelastic loss processes. Its typical value
is in the range of 0.7-1. Nj stands for the scattering path degeneracy. | f j(k)| is the back-scattering
amplitude, which depends on the back-scattering atom. For atoms with close Z values, like O
and N, the shapes of | f j(k)| are very similar, and these elements cannot be distinguished in the
EXAFS fit. Several damping factors in this equation take account of EXAFS being only a local
probe. 1/kR2

j describes the propagation of the electron as outgoing and scattered spherical wave.

The damping factor e−2Rj/λ(k) describes the electron mean free path λ(k). The factor e−2σ2
j k2

originates from displacements of atoms due to structural and thermal disorder, where σ2
j is the
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Figure 4.5: X-ray absorption spectrum of Cu2(NSSN)2 measured in transmission in a solid.
(a) shows the raw spectrum, pre-edge, post-edge and the E0 at the maximum of the first
derivative of the rising edge (8981.2 eV).
(b) shows the normalised spectrum with the background, determined in Athena[RN05].
(c) shows the extracted χ(k) multiplied by k3.
(d) shows Fourier transformed χ(k) · k3 for k=3-16 Å (real part, imaginary part and the
magnitude).
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mean square deviation of the distance between scattering atom and absorber. It is normally
called the Debye-Waller factor. 1

Of all these factors, | f j(k)| and φ(k) have to be calculated externally or extracted from a
measurement of a reference compound. Nowadays the theory level allows to calculate them
reliably for quantitative analysis [Ank+98]. The structural parameters N, R and σ can then
be fitted. Although the original EXAFS formula described only single-scattering events, the
same formula can be generalized to represent the contribution from MS events [NBD86; RA90].
Taking into account MS events is necessary for accurate calculations when not only the first
shell, but also further shells are fitted.

There is a number of software packages for EXAFS data reduction and analysis. In this
work the Demeter package (Athena and Artemis) was used [RN05], as well as ExCurve [Bin98].
ExCurve has some features especially suitable for working with biological compounds and
molecular complexes, like the database of typical radicals and ability to move and rotate several
atoms together as fixed units during the fit. An example of a software package which fits directly
raw data without preliminary data reduction is GNXAS [Cic09]. A big amount of literature is
published about EXAFS, among which [New04] is a good basic introduction into EXAFS theory,
experiment and analysis. [KHR08] thoroughly goes into details of choice of parameters for the
data reduction and the fit.

4.1.4 Experimental setup for X-ray absorption spectroscopy

A typical X-ray absorption setup is presented at Fig. 4.6. Normally an X-ray source with high
intensity and broad photon energy range is used, such as a synchrotron light source. The
incoming beam is then monochromatised, and the scan is performed over photon energies from
approximately -200 to 1000 eV throughout the absorption edge. The incident and the transmitted
intensity are measured (I0 and I1, respectively), and the absorption coefficient is then calculated
according to the Lambert-Beer law as µ = 1/d · ln(I0/I1), d is the sample thickness. Often µd is
used for analysis, without extraction of µ. Normally a reference sample (a sample containing the
measured element with the tabulated spectrum, for example, a metal foil) is placed between I1
and one more ion chamber, I2, and its transmission is measured simultaneously with the sample.
The reference spectrum is then used for the energy calibration.

The measurements in transmission mode work well for thin samples with high content of
the absorbing element. In case when the sample is too thick to be penetrated by X-rays or on
the contrary too diluted to absorb enough photons for a good signal over I0 background, it is
not possible to measure XAFS in transmission. In this case X-ray fluorescence is a measurement
technique of choice [New04] (for the physical origin of X-ray fluorescence see the next section).
The intensity of the emitted fluorescence can be proportional to the intensity of the incident
beam µ(E) ∼ I f /I0 for some conditions, such as a thin sample limit (µd << 1) or a thick, dilute
sample limit (µd >> 1 and µx << µtot, where µx is absorption by the element of interest and
µtot is the total absorption). When these conditions are not satisfied, the dependency is more
complicated due to fluorescence self-absorption [BB05].

A fluorescence detector collects not only fluorescence photons emitted by the element of
interest, but also fluorescence of other elements in the solution and scattered radiation. The
contribution of scattering can be quite significant. For samples with low concentration of the
absorbing atom it can dominate the spectrum. Since elastic scattering is strongly suppressed at
90° to the incident beam in the horizontal plane due to polarisation of the synchrotron radiation,
detectors are normally placed perpendicular to the incident beam as shown at Fig. 4.6 [New04] .

1The term "Debye-Waller factor" originates from crystallography where it denotes a displacement of atom in
space, whereas in EXAFS it quantifies variation in distance between the scattering atom and the absorbing atom.
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Figure 4.6: A scheme of an X-ray absorption experiment. I0, I1, I2 refers to ionisation chambers which
measure transmitted intensity.

4.2 X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES)

Absorption of an X-ray photon leaves a core-hole in the atom. This state is not stable, and the
hole is promptly (∼ 1 fs) filled by an electron from one of the upper shells. The excess in energy
can be released in a form of a photon. This process is called X-ray fluorescence. Alternatively
this energy can be passed to one of the electrons in the atom which will be then expelled from
its shell. This process is called Auger decay. For light elements Auger decay is a dominating
core-hole decay channel; the fluorescence yield φ f l relative to Auger decay yield φAu increases
with the atomic number Z. For copper φ f l(1s) = 0.44 [Kra79].

X-ray fluorescence lines in spectroscopy are commonly named following the Siegbahn
notation [Jen+91; Jen99]. Each series name is determined by the final level of the transition (K,
L, M, ...), and a particular transition within a series is specified with a greek letter index in the
order of intensity decrease as α, β, γ, ... . Kα and Kβ transitions are shown in Fig. 4.3).

In this work we registered spectra of Kα lines of copper. Due to spin-orbit coupling, the 2p
level is split into two. This splitting results in two Kα transitions: Kα1 (2p3/2 → 1s) and Kα2
(2p1/2 → 1s). This spin-orbit interaction is strong for the Kα lines (appr. 20 eV, see Fig. 4.7) and
<1 eV for the Kβ lines [BG09]. Due to twice bigger degeneracy of 2p3/2 compared to 2p1/2, Kα1
shows approximately twice bigger intensity than Kα2.

4.2.1 Experimental setup for high-resolution X-ray emission spectroscopy

X-ray emission spectrum can be measured directly with an energy dispersive detector (Fig. 4.6),
such as solid state Si or Ge detectors [LS13]. Energy resolution of such detectors for Si and Ge is
on the order of one to several hundreds eV at 5-10 keV. With such resolution it is not possible to
distinguish Kα1 and Kα2 and study fine features in emission spectra. Much higher resolution can
be achieved by dispersing X-rays before detection. Normally such setup is realised by placing
a sample, a dispersive crystal and a detector on a circumference of a circle (called Rowland
circle, Fig. 4.8). Radiation emitted by the sample reaches the surface of the analyser crystal and
is energetically dispersed. When emitted X-rays with the wavelength λ fall at a crystal with
lattice spacing d at a specific angle θ, only those X-rays that satisfy Bragg’s Law nλ = 2d sin θ
are reflected, and a narrow energy band is passed on to the detector. Focusing can be achieved
by making the analyser crystal cylindrically bent (von Hamos geometry) or spherically bent
(Johann or Johansson geometry) [Bau14]. In Von Hamos geometry the whole emission spectrum
is registered in one shot with a position-sensitive detector. In Johann geometry the Bragg angle
and therefore the energy is scanned by moving the analyser crystal and the point detector
along the circumference of the Rowland circle. In this work a spherically bent Si(111) crystal in
Johann geometry was used. Point detectors may be non-energy dispersive or can have energy
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Figure 4.7: Emission spectrum of Cu2O: Kα1 and Kα2.

Figure 4.8: High resolution X-ray emission spectroscopy setup in Johann geometry.

resolution, such as an silicon drift detector (SDD) with a multichannel analyser as it was used in
the experiment in this work. Additional energy resolution of the detector serves to reject the
contribution of elastically scattered X-rays of higher energy.

4.3 Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)

Apart from photoelectric absorption, the second strongest interaction of hard X-rays with matter
is elastic scattering. The photon interacts with electrons of an atom and is deflected from its
original direction without loss of energy. The connection between the scattering amplitude
of the X-ray wave A(q) and the electron density of the sample ρe(r) as a function of the 3D
coordinate r in Born approximation is given by eq. 4.4 [Ihe+10]:

A(q) =
∫

ρe(r) exp(−iq · r)dr, (4.4)
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Figure 4.9: Schematic illustration of the scattering process. Incident X-rays are scattered by the sample. q
is the momentum transfer between the incident (k0) and the elastically scattered (k) waves.
Adopted from [Ihe+10].

where q is the momentum transfer between the incident (k0) and the elastically scattered (k)
waves (Fig. 4.9): q = k− k0.

As shown in eq. 4.4, the scattering amplitude is the Fourier-transform of the electron
density. Therefore if A(q) is known, the electron density ρe(r) can be calculated as its inverse
Fourier-transform:

ρe(r) =
1

(2π)3

∫
A(q) exp(iq · r)dq. (4.5)

However, the information about the phase of the scattered wave is lost upon detection. In
the experiment the intensity of scattered X-rays is measured, which is the modulus square of the
amplitude:

S(q) ∼ |A(q)|2 (4.6)

At the same time, in contrast to X-ray diffraction from crystals, in the case of liquid scattering
there is no lattice or long range order, and the molecules are oriented randomly. As a result, the
measured signal is isotropically averaged, and we observe scattering intensity S as a function
of q = |q|. The 3D electron density as a function of r cannot be reconstructed, but only the 1D
pair distribution function as a function of distance between atoms r (for X-rays with coherence
length on the order of interatomic distances).

S(q) can be expressed as a sum of contributions of all atoms in solution. For the case of a
liquid a convenient way to do it is to introduce the pair distribution function gij(r) between
atom types i and j so that 4πr2gij(r)dr is the probability of finding a j-type atom at the distance
r from an i-type atom. The scattering intensity can then be expressed as

S(q) = ∑
i

Ni f 2
i (q) + ∑

i
∑
i 6=j

NiNj

V
fi(q) f j(q)

∫ ∞

0
(gij(r)− 1)

sin(qr)
qr

4πr2dr, (4.7)

where the indices i and j include all atom types, Ni is the number of i-type atoms, V is the
volume of the sample and fi is the atomic form-factor of atom type i. The atomic form-factor is
the Fourier transform of the charge distribution in the atom [AM11]. Atomic form-factors of
different elements are tabulated in the International tables for crystallography [IUC].

A liquid solution is a mixture of a minor component (solute) and a major component (solvent).
Thus the total scattering from a solution can be classified into three types of contributions: the
scattering from the solute alone (S(q)solute), the scattering from the solute–solvent interferences
(S(q)cage) and the scattering from the solvent alone (S(q)solvent) [Ihe+10].
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S(q) = S(q)solute + S(q)cage + S(q)solvent (4.8)

In case of working with diluted solutions where the solute is investigated, the contribution
of the solvent is dominating as the molar ratio of the solvent to solute molecules is very large,
typically of the order of 104. It is therefore often impossible to extract the structural information
on the solute unambiguously just from the static solution scattering. At the same time, if the
scattering experiment is performed on a photoexcited solute, the difference scattering signal from
the solute may dominate or be of similar strength as the difference signal contributions from the
solvent and the solvation shell. Such experiments are usually performed using the pump-probe
method (see section 4.4), where the solute molecules are photoexcited with an ultrashort laser
pulse. Upon photoexcitation molecules undergo structural changes or a photochemical process,
and scattering pattern at different time delays between the pump laser pulse and the probe
X-ray pulse is measured. This technique is sensitive to solute structural changes, solvation shell
rearrangements and the bulk solvent temperature and density and was successfully applied
to study small molecules and molecular complexes [Kim+06; Chr+09; Ihe09; Sal+10; Kim+12;
Kim+].

For the pump-probe experiment the observed difference intensity can be decomposed into
three distinct terms: the solute-only term, the solvent-only term and the cage term describing
the structural rearrangements in the solvation shell as in eq. 4.8:

∆S(q, t) = ∆S(q, t)solute + ∆S(q, t)cage + ∆S(q, t)solvent (4.9)

For the analysis the components of this equation can be grouped into two parts - solute-
related contribution and contribution of the solvent bulk.

The solvent component ∆S(q, t)solvent can be estimated via MD (molecular dynamics) or
QM/MM (quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics) simulations or measured in a separate
reference solvent heating experiment [Ihe+10; Kjæ+13]. One way to perform such an experiment
is to excite the solvent vibrational bands with IR photons. Another approach, which was used
in this work, is to measure transient scattering on a solution of a substance whose photoexcited
state lifetime is much shorter than the X-ray pulse length, as proposed in [Kjæ+13]. This way on
the 100 ps time scale of the synchrotron-based experiment all absorbed energy is transferred
to the solvent, and pure solvent response is measured. The calculated or measured solvent
response is then used in the fit of the transient WAXS data from the sample.

The ∆S(q, t)solute term is usually calculated using the equation 4.7 for the molecular structure
obtained using the DFT methods as a starting guess. Then either analysis on the different
candidate structures or structural optimization using geometrical transformation methods is
performed.

∆S(q, t)cage is estimated using a molecular dynamics approach and is often not considered
as it mostly contributes the low-q scattering region of the difference signal, and the contribution
is typically much weaker as compared to the solute term.

In contrast to the element-specific X-ray absorption techniques, the non-resonant elastic
scattering is sensitive to all atoms in the illuminated solution. Therefore, if the solute ground state
and the intermediates do not behave as rigid molecules with well defined structure, the isotropic
averaging over various molecular species and orientations smears the signal features thus
decreasing the structural sensitivity. Still, choosing a proper analysis framework, information of
the complementary techniques (XES, XAS) and chemically justified considerations it is possible
to discriminate certain structural models on the base of the best fit.
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Figure 4.10: Scheme of a setup for combined pump-probe XAS, XES and WAXS measurements. Drawing
based on [Bri17].

4.4 Pump-probe time-resolved X-ray techniques

Pump-probe experiments are performed in order to access changes caused in a system upon
photoexcitation by a laser pulse. In X-ray techniques the photoexcited system is probed by an
X-ray pulse after a certain time-delay. The temporal resolution of this experiment is determined
by the X-ray pulse length and is on the order of 70-100 ps for synchrotron light sources and
down to 1-10 fs for free electron lasers.

A scheme of an experimental setup which represents several pump-probe X-ray techniques
used in this work is given at Fig. 4.10. Pump and probe beams are overlapped on the sample,
which is delivered via a liquid jet or a flow capillary. Steady state and laser-excited spectra are
acquired alternately. The laser-excited spectrum (pumped spectrum (PS)) contains contributions
of both ground state (GS) and excited state (ES). The relative contribution of the ES spectrum is
called excited state fraction f . Knowledge of f is crucial for the data analysis since it is necessary
in order to reconstruct the excited state (ES) spectrum:

ES =
PS− GS

f
. (4.10)

Time-resolved X-ray techniques developed in the last fifteen years following the development
in synchrotrons, lasers and electronics. First transient XAS experiments were established [Che01;
Sae+03; Gaw+05], as well as transient WAXS [Ihe05; Chr+09]. More photon-hungry transient
X-ray emission spectroscopy (trXES) methods followed soon after [Van+10].

Combining several pump-probe methods in one experiment can have a great advantage.
XANES probes empty valent orbitals, whereas certain X-ray emission lines originate from occu-
pied valent orbitals. TrWAXS is sensitive to the changes in the whole system (sample+solution),
whereas transient XAS registers only changes in the local environment of the absorbing atom.
Fitting several data sets with the same unknown parameters makes the analysis more reliable.
In particular, excited state fraction can be obtained in one experiment and used for the analysis
of the other data set.
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Chapter 5

Photoinduced structural dynamics of a
dicopper-disulfide complex
Cu2(NSSN)2

This chapter reports the objective of this thesis: the study of the structural dynamics upon
photoexcitation in a dicopper complex with guanidine and disulfide ligands Cu2(NSSN)2.

5.1 Physical and chemical properties of Cu2(NSSN)2

In this section the investigated copper complex Cu2(NSSN)2 is described and its structure is
compared with published structures of copper complexes with nitrogen and sulfur coordination.
Electronic structures of ground and excited states are discussed based on density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations. The choice of solvents for the experiments is justified and photostability
issues in different solvents are addressed.

5.1.1 Synthesis, characterisation and structure discussion

The investigated copper complex was for the first time synthesised by Dr. Adam Neuba, research
group of Prof. Gerald Henkel, Paderborn University, as described in [Neu09; Neu+12]. The
substance was characterised with elemental analysis, UV-vis and Fourier transform infrared
(FT-IR) spectra, single crystal X-ray diffraction and XAS (as a solid and in solution). The crystal
structure is available online in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre [Neu11].

The structure of the complex is shown in Fig. 5.1. It is a binuclear Cu+1 complex, the
complex cation [Cu2(NguaS−SNgua)2] +

2 (further referred to as Cu2(NSSN)2) consists of two
copper atoms, which are are connected by two disulfide bridges into a six-member ring in twist
conformation. Two sulfur atoms take part in forming a tetrahedral coordination polyhedron
together with two nitrogen atoms from tetramethylguanidine (TMG) ligands. TMG has strong
donor properties, strong basicity and is a part of various ligand systems [Neu+15; Hof+14]. The
overall structure of the molecule has D2 symmetry. The compound was synthesised with two
counter-anions – OTf– and PF –

6 .
The critical parts of the complex for its photoreactivity are Cu-N and Cu-S bonds. Below

typical bond lengths in Cu/N/S complexes are reviewed, and Cu2(NSSN)2 is discussed in this
frame. The coordinating nitrogen of the TMG ligand has imine character. The Cu-N distance (av.
2.02 Å) is close to Cu-pyridine coordination (2.01-2.07 Å) [WOS74; Che+03] and shorter than
typical for amine coordination Cu+1-NR3 (2.16(9) Å) [Amb+99]. Several examples of copper
complexes existing for both Cu+1 and Cu+2, like Cu(dmp)2 [Che+03] and the complexes reported
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Scheme (a) and crystallographic structure (b) of [Cu2(NguaS−SNgua)2](OTf)2. Legend: Cu -
orange, S - yellow, N - violet, C - grey. Hydrogens are ommited for clarity.

in [Hof+14] and [Amb+99], all have shorter Cu-N bond length for Cu+2 than for Cu+1. The
same trend is observed when Cu+2 is created by photoexcitation of Cu+1 [Che+03; Dic+17].
For Cu+1-disulfide coordination the Cu-S distance were reported to be 2.20-2.27 Å [INF01],
2.24-2.25 Å [Oht+00] and 2.30-2.37 Å [WOS74]. Cu2(NSSN)2 with the Cu-S bond lengths of
2.28-2.30 Å falls into this range. Cu+2 complexes tend to have 4+1 or 4+2 coordination with axial
bonds elongated due to pseudo-Jahn-Teller distortion [Ber10]. For Cu+2-disulfide bonds in axial
coordination the span of covered Cu-S bond lengths is 2.68 to 3.28 Å in [Thi+74; Miy+80; Bra+90;
Nic+93; Gon+16]. For a Cu+2-disulfide linkage with a rare case of seemingly equal six Cu-ligand
bonds[Fox+00] Cu-S is within 2.46-2.57 Å, which is longer than characteristic for Cu+1-disulfide.
However for Cu+2 with equatorially bound radical disulfide (S−•2 ) a much shorter distance of
2.27 Å was reported [YBT05]. For several complexes of Cu+1 and Cu+2 with the same aliphatic
thiolate NS3 ligands Cu+1-S bonds were reported to be 2.26 Å, whereas Cu+2-S - 2.37-2.38 Å
[Amb+99].

Based on this literature study, we may expect shortening of Cu-N bonds and elongation
of Cu-S distances in the excited state. However, the DFT calculations for Cu2(NSSN)2 (see
below) show that upon photoexcitation in the blue part of the visible spectrum the electron is
transferred to the antibonding σ∗ PhS-SPh MO, which will increase the negative charge on the
S-S bridge. This can make S-S a stronger coordinating ligand than it was in the ground state and
cause shortening of Cu-S bonds.

5.1.2 Electronic structure in the ground state

The calculations used in this work were performed by Martin Rohrmüller from the group of Prof.
W.G. Schmidt, Paderborn university. The calculations were carried out using the implementation
of gaussian 09 [Fri+09]. The most frequently used hybrid functional B3LYP [LYP88; Bec93; Bec99]
and for comparison also a pure GGA PW91 [Per+92] and the meta hybrid functional TPSSh
[Tao+03] were applied. Excitations and geometrically relaxed excited states were addressed with
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [SSF98] by solving the Casida equations
[Cas+98], which had to be solved within every step of a geometric relaxation of the specific
excited-state. A computationally feasible cc-pVDZ [Dun89] basis set was used for the TDDFT
calculations. Triple-ζ basis Def2-TVZP [WA05; Wei06] was used for evaluation of excitation
spectra. Both used basis sets included polarization functions. Additionally, a continuum solvent
model [TMC05] was used to examine the influence of different solvents [Sca+06]. Vibrational
frequencies were checked for the ground state to ensure a true minimum. These concepts have
been shown to result in reliable excited-state properties for a system within the copper-sulfur or
related copper-oxygen chemistry [Roh+15; Wit+16].

Calculations performed with different potentials all show similar electronic structure. The
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Figure 5.2: Molecular orbital spectra of S0 (left) and T1 (right) in their equilibrium structures respec-
tively. Occupied states are depicted black, unoccupied – gray. The figure is a courtesy of M.
Rohrmüller.

complex has two close-lying LUMO orbitals with strong S-p contribution that are significantly
lower in energy than LUMO+2 and further orbitals. They account for a broad absorption
band centered at 415 nm where transitions from HOMO and HOMO-n (with strong Cu 3d
contribution) happen to LUMO and LUMO+1. The overall shape of the experimental UV-vis
absorption spectrum matches well with the calculation, although the calculated spectrum is
shifted to lower energies (Fig. 5.3). The transitions in the UV are ligand-centred, such as C−−N
n→ π∗ and π → π∗, as well as Cu→ TMG MLCT.

The calculation results confirm that the lowest-lying absorption band for the complex is a
MLCT, and in order to drive the charge transfer in pump-probe experiments, the excitation was
performed with 343 and 400 nm wavelength photons.

The calculation of the molecular structure was performed with relaxed geometry with D2
symmetry and the B3LYP potential. The calculated structure matches well with interatomic
distances in the ligands, but Cu-N, Cu-S and S-S distances are elongated (see Table 5.1). The
calculation done with including the solvent (DFB) resulted in slight shortening of distances (less
than 0.01 Å). At the same time including the solvent leads to better match between experiment
and theory in the UV part of the absorption spectrum (see Fig. 5.3).

5.1.3 Excited states

As a benchmarking study, the calculations of the possible excited state singlet structures (without
including spin-orbit coupling) were performed for all significant excitation channels in MLCT
range, resulting in thirteen excited state structures. The calculated structures originating from
different excitation channels significantly differ from each other geometrically and energetically.
All structures have in common a strong S-S bond elongation for one or both S-S bonds because
the electron is excited to the antibonding orbital of the disulfide bridge. The relevant bond-
distance changes for different singlet excited state structures are gathered in Table 5.2.

With the temporal resolution of the transient synchrotron-based experiments (70-100 ps) we
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of experimental and DFT-calculated UV-vis absorption spectra for Cu2(NSSN)2
and the pure ligand NSSN. The figure is a courtesy of M. Rohrmüller.

Table 5.1: Selected bond lengths for Cu2(NSSN)2

Bond Crystallography, Å DFT, Å dR(DFT-cryst.), Å
Cu-N 2.013, 2.013, 2.022, 2.037, av = 2.021 2.101 0.080
Cu-S 2.275, 2.297, 2.280, 2.301, av = 2.288 2.395 0.107
S-S 2.126, 2.137 (free lig.: 2.044), av = 2.132 2.256 0.124
Cu-Cu 3.941 4.321 0.380
S-C 1.764, 1.771, 1.784, 1.794, av = 1.778 1.784 0.006
N-Cph 1.364, 1.388, 1.390, 1.400, av = 1.386 1.405 0.019
N-Ctmg 1.343, 1.344, 1.348, 1.359, av = 1.349 1.339 -0.010
Cph-Cph 1.396, 1.412, 1.412, 1.424, av = 1.411 1.394 0.017
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Table 5.2: Cu-N and Cu-S bond length changes between excited states (singlet Sn and lowest triplet T1)
and ground state [Å]. Index j in Nj/Sj refers to the ligand number: ligands 1 and 2 coordinate
one copper site, ligands 3 and 4 – the other one. The last two columns show changes in the
distances between the copper atoms and in two disulfide groups.

ES N1 S1 N2 S2 N3 S3 N4 S4 Cu-Cu S-S
S1 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.11 -0.14 -0.06 -0.06 0.33 0.24 0.91, -0.05
S2 -0.15 -0.17 -0.14 -0.17 -0.15 -0.17 -0.15 -0.17 0.59 1.23, 1.24
S3 0.02 -0.07 0.02 -0.07 -0.07 0.03 -0.07 0.03 -0.14 0.34, 0.34
S6 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0.02 0.28, 0.28
S7 -0.05 -0.03 -0.03 0.09 -0.01 -0.08 0.01 0.05 0.42 0.64, -0.02
S9 -0.03 -0.07 -0.03 -0.07 -0.03 -0.07 -0.03 -0.07 0.16 0.52, 0.52
S10 -0.04 -0.03 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.00 -0.02 0.02 0.07, 0.54
S13 -0.02 0.03 0.02 -0.10 -0.13 -0.06 -0.08 0.33 0.31 -0.05, 0.84
S15 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.09 -0.14 -0.05 -0.07 0.31 0.25 0.84, -0.05
S16 -0.01 -0.08 0.01 0.05 -0.05 -0.03 -0.03 0.09 0.38 -0.01, 0.62
S17 -0.04 -0.05 0.09 -0.02 -0.04 -0.05 0.09 -0.02 -0.02 0.56, 0.01
S26 0.01 -0.06 0.06 0.01 0.01 -0.06 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.64, 0.01
S38 0.03 -0.07 0.03 -0.07 0.03 -0.07 0.03 -0.07 0.14 0.49, 0.49
T1 -0.04 0.03 0.03 -0.13 -0.04 0.03 0.03 -0.13 0.54 2.86, -0.01

expect that we will only observe the complex after it underwent ISC to the triplet state as it
normally happens for copper complexes on a faster time-scale (< 30 ps) [ITT07; MFC15; Ber+16].
The orbital spectra of the relaxed triplet T1 are compared to the singlet S0 in Fig. 5.2. Single
occupation of one antibonding sulfur σ∗ leads to the S-S bond breaking (see Fig. 5.4). The other
S-S bond is slightly shortened, and there are symmetric changes on both copper atoms. On the
side where S-S bond breaks, Cu-S bond shortens and Cu-N bond elongates. On the contrary, for
the NSSN ligand for which the S-S bond remains intact, the Cu-S bond elongates and Cu-N bond
shortens. In comparison with Cu-bisphenantroline complexes [Pen+13] quite small flattening of
the coordination polyhedron occurs – the angle between ligand chelate planes changes from 89°
to 77° on both coppers.

Figure 5.4: DFT-calculated ground state and the lowest triplet state. The changes in the triplet state are
symmetric on both copper atoms. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for visual clarity.
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5.1.4 Choosing the solvent

For performing pump-probe experiments with Cu2(NSSN)2 a matching solvent needed to be
chosen. After testing different solvents the decisive criteria were found. The solvent has to be:

1. polar (because otherwise the substance will not dissolve);

2. aprotic (because tetramethylguanidine nitrogens are strongly basic, and therefore easily
get protonated);

3. non-coordinating (because a coordinating solvent will decompose the complex by exchang-
ing S at Cu);

4. the solvent should allow performing pump-probe experiments in an open jet meaning
that it has to be non-hazardous for health, and the boiling temperature is also important.

The behaviour of Cu2(NSSN)2 in all tested solvents is summarised in the Table 5.3.
Aprotic solvents with high donor ability (expressed by donor number (DN), taken from

[SSR95]), such as DMF (DN = 26.6) or DMSO (DN = 29.8), decompose Cu2(NSSN)2 within
minutes. Solvents which have acidic protons, such as methanol and isopropanol, demonstrate
the same behaviour. In acetone (DN = 17.0) and butanone the shape of the absorption spectrum
of freshly prepared solution depends on the concentration: upon dilution the spectral weight
of the MLCT band diminishes compared to absorption in UV. Absorption spectra also evolve
with time: intensity of MLCT decreases within hours and days. The more diluted the solution
is, the stronger relative MLCT band decay is. In order to check if this effect is caused by the
coordination ability of the C−−O group or by acidity of α-C (pKa=19-20) the complex was added
to pivalone (di-tert-butyl ketone), which does not have acidic protons. However it does not
dissolve in it.

In acetonitrile (DN = 14.1) the MLCT transition band is present, and like with acetone and
butanone its relative intensity decreases upon dilution (Fig. 5.5). However the spectral shape
does not evolve with time, which means that there is only fast-establishing dynamic equilibrium
and no long-term changes in the solution. Probably lower acidity than for ketones (pKa = 25) and
lower DN plays a decisive role here. At the low concentration the complex is mostly dissociated,
and the higher the concentration is, the more intact complex is present in the solution. This
statement is supported by comparison of EXAFS spectra of the solid complex and its 10 mM
solution in CH3CN (see Fig. 5.15), which shows that the substances in solid and solution are
identical.

A class of solvents that matches the necessary chemical criteria (polar, aprotic, non-coordinating)
are haloalkanes. Indeed the UV-vis absorption spectra of the complex in dichloromethane have
the same shape for all investigated concentrations as demonstrated on Fig. 5.6. However DCM
evaporates strongly (Tb = 40 ◦C) and is too toxic to be used in an open jet for pump-probe exper-
iments. A less toxic solvent with higher boiling temperature (Tb = 92 ◦C) is 1,2-difluorobenzene
[OTo+89]. The shape of UV-vis absorption spectra in this solvent also does not depend on the
concentration.

As a result, the following solvents were chosen for the experiments:

1. acetonitrile (ACN) from Carl Roth, 99.98 %, Ultra LC-MS, for luminescence and transient
absorption (TA); from Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%, for trXAS;

2. dichloromethane (DCM), HPLC grade, non-stabilised, from Carl Roth (stored under inert
atmosphere), for luminescence and TA;

3. 1,2-difluorobenzene (DFB), 98 %, from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Acros Organics and
ChemPur, for trXAS, transient wide angle X-ray scattering (trWAXS) and trXES.
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Table 5.3: Behaviour of the complex in different solvents

Solvent Comments Complex behaviour
Dichloromethane non-stabilized, solution pre-

pared both in the air and in
the inert atmosphere

stable

1,2-difluorobenzene 98 % purity, solution pre-
pared in air

stable

Acetonitrile solutions prepared both in air
and in the inert atmosphere

MLCT band intensity (rela-
tive to absorption in the UV)
depends on the concentra-
tion, the UV-vis spectrum
doesn’t change with time

Acetone HPLC-grade, oxygen-free quite stable, but MLCT
slowly decays within days,
and its relative intensity
depends on concentration

Butanone analytical grade, both air-
equilibrated and degassed
were tested (the solutions
were prepared in air)

similar to acetone, but the
decay of MLCT is more pro-
nounced

Tetrahydrofurane HPLC-grade, solution pre-
pared in the inert atmosphere

MLCT dissappears within
hours

Dimethylsulfoxyde,
dimethylformamide, iso-
propanol, methanol

solutions prepared in air MLCT dissappears within
minutes

Ethylacetate hardly dissolves
Di(t-butyl)ketone does not have acidic protons does not dissolve
Water, diethylether, cyclohex-
ane

does not dissolve
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Figure 5.5: Absorption spectra of Cu2(NSSN)2 in CH3CN for different concentrations. The extinction
coefficients are calculated by dividing measured optical density by the concentration of
the complex. Upon dilution the absorption band at 415 nm disappears, at the same time
absorption in the UV increases. The right figure shows zoom into the MLCT region.
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Figure 5.6: Absorption spectra of Cu2(NSSN)2 in CH2Cl2 for different concentrations (recalculated into
the extinction coefficients). The concentration does not have effect on the spectra shape. The
right figure shows zoom into the MLCT region.
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Experiments in ACN were carried out with the highest concentration possible for the partic-
ular experimental conditions. All solvents were used as purchased.

5.1.5 Photostability of the complex

A special attention should be given to photostability of the complex. Pump-probe techniques
use powerful laser pulses that aim to transfer a significant part of the molecules into the excited
state, which can result in the fast accumulation of photoproducts in the solution.

The stability of the complex during measurements was checked by comparing UV-vis spectra
before and after experiments. For XAS the stability of the system could also be monitored by
comparing the shape of the X-ray absorption edge from different scans. For the measurements
with low pulse energies (nJ), such as were used for the luminescence measurements, the complex
is stable in all three used solvents at excitation wavelengths 365, 375, 400 and 410 nm. Illumina-
tion with 300 nm caused radiation damage in the DFB solution. Laser excitation with µJ pulses in
pump-probe measurements with 343 and 400 nm wavelengths does not cause radiation damage
of the complex in ACN. However, DFB solutions show radiation damage: both laser pulses and
X-rays caused bleach of the MLCT transition accompanied by increase of absorption in the UV.
In the XAS spectra it manifested itself as decrease in the intensity of the edge peak at 8985.5 eV
and by changes in the pseudo radial distribution function χ(R). This radiation damage does not
result in new absorption bands in the visible range – on the contrary, the visible MLCT band is
bleached, and new absorption bands appear in the UV range. Since the photoproducts do not
absorb in the visible range, they should not contribute to transient signals in any experiment.
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5.2 Transient UV-vis absorption spectroscopy

In order to get a better insight into the ultrafast processes in the photoexcited complex, femtosec-
ond transient absorption experiments were carried out upon excitation at 400 nm, as reported in
this section.

5.2.1 Experiment description

The experiments were performed in ELI-beamlines laser facility in Dolní Břežany, Czech Repub-
lic, together with Dr. Mateusz Rebarz. The TA setup was based on an amplified Ti:sapphire laser
(Astrella, Coherent). The oscillator (Vitara, Coherent) was pumped by a 5 W CW semiconductor
laser (Verdi, Coherent) and delivered ultrashort pulses (<35 fs) with energy of 25 nJ at repetition
rate of 80 MHz and wavelengths of 800 nm. These pulses were amplified in a regenerative
amplifier (Astrella, Coherent) pumped by a 38 W, 1 kHz intracavity frequency-doubled Nd:YLF
laser (Revolution, Coherent). The final output delivered pulses characterised by 33 fs duration
at 800 nm wavelength with total energy 6.5 mJ/pulse at 1 kHz repetition rate. The majority of
the output energy of the fundamental beam was frequency doubled by the second harmonic
generation (SHG) in a 0.3 mm thick barium betaborate (BBO) crystal in order to generate pump
pulses at 400 nm wavelength. The pump pulses at the sample position had total energy about
2.5 µJ and a diameter about 0.4 mm. The remaining energy (a few µJ) of the fundamental beam
was used to generate a white light continuum, which served as the probe beam, by focusing
on a 2 mm thick CaF2 rotating plate. The white light continuum pulses were characterised by
a broad spectral range of 340 - 750 nm. In order to prevent distortions in kinetics due to the
rotational depolarisation effect [Lak06], the pump-probe polarisation was set at the magic angle
(54.7’). The probe pulses were delayed in time relative to the pump pulse using an optical delay
line (M-IMS1000LM Linear Stage, Newport). The probe and pump beams were focused and
overlapped on the quartz sample cell with 1 mm path length. In order to protect the sample
from the remaining fundamental beam with 800 nm wavelength, a solution of a dye absorbing
at wavelengths longer than 670 nm was used a filter. The transmitted light of the probe was
focused onto the entrance slit of a prism spectrograph and recorded by charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera (HA S7030-1006, 1024 x 64 px, Hamamatsu). The shot to shot readout of CCD
camera was synchronised with the laser amplifier by an electronic system (Entwicklungsbuero
Stresing) and pump on/off cycles were obtained by the chopper placed in the pump beam
working at 500 Hz and synchronised with the laser amplifier. All the pump off and pump on
recorded spectra were transferred to the computer via PCI interface and the transient absorption
spectra were computed. The data from all the scans were averaged. For the background removal
the average value from two first spectra (-100 and -50 ps) was subtracted from all the spectra.

The transient spectra were recorded in the spectral range 350 – 670 nm and timescale 0 – 1 ns
for solutions of Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 and Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 in 1,2-difluorobenzene (DFB), ace-
tonitrile (ACN) and dichloromethane (DCM). The samples were dissolved at a concentration of
4− 6 · 10−4 M corresponding to optical density (OD) of ∼ 0.4− 0.6 at the pump wavelength in a
1 mm cuvette. UV-vis spectra of the solutions were registered before and after the measurements
to control the stability of the samples. The solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 in DFB, used for initial
alignment, demonstrated significant radiation damage (reduction of intensity of the absorption
band at 410 nm by half), therefore the incident pump energy for the measurements was reduced
to 2.5 µJ. Further measurements were performed with this pulse energy, and UV-vis absorption
spectra for Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 before and after the measurements are shown in Fig. 5.7. The
ACN solution does not demonstrate any changes after the experiment; the radiation damage in
DFB and DCM solutions is negligible.

Due to dispersion of light going through any material, the red part of the white light
continuum, which was used as a probe, propagates faster than the blue. Several sources of this
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Figure 5.7: UV-vis absorption spectra of Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 before and after the measurements in different
solvents. Solid line: before the measurements, dashed line: after.

dispersion in the beam path include the CaF2 plate, which creates the continuum, several filters,
and the quartz cell of the cuvette. All these materials introduce the group velocity dispersion
(GVD) effect. As a result, the real time-offset is different for different wavelengths and the
registered spectra are not correct. Thus, every kinetic trace had to be shifted to obtain the
equivalent timescale for all the wavelengths. The GVD effect was estimated from pure solvent
measurements. When light pulses propagate through the solvent, the transient absorption
spectra demonstrate positive and negative bands which originate from two photon absorption
(pump + probe) and/or Raman scattering. Taking the positions of the corresponding peaks for
several different wavelengths, time delay as a function of wavelength was obtained. The time
delays were then adjusted for all wavelengths to the same value of t0.

5.2.2 Spectral evolution

Among several measured samples the dataset for the solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 in DFB
(shown in Fig. 5.8 and top left in Fig. 5.10) was chosen for the detailed analysis due to the best
signal to noise (S/N) ratio. This dataset was obtained as the average value of 16 scans and is
representative for the whole series. Other sample solutions were measured in sets of 3 scans for
comparison and they exhibit very strong similarities. The evolution of the studied spectra can
be roughly divided into four distinct steps.

In step 1 the transient spectrum is created upon photoabsorption. Judging by DFT calcu-
lations and the experimental ground state absorption spectrum of the studied complex (Fig.
5.7), the excitation at 400 nm corresponds to one of the higher singlet excited states Sn. The
absorption tail goes up to ∼ 600 nm, and excitation to S1 should be located at longer wave-
lengths. A femtosecond pulse excitation leads to the formation of a spectrum composed of
three characteristic bands. Directly after the photoexcitation the spectra are distorted by solvent
effects, and at 0.45 ps the first clear spectrum is observed as shown in Fig. 5.8A. The region
around the pump wavelength of 400 nm is removed from the spectrum because the data in
this region are obscured by the strong scattering of the pump. A strong negative band appears
around 430 nm, which is the region of the ground state 1MLCT absorption as showin in Fig. 5.7.
This effect is called ground state bleaching (GSB). In principle, GSB should be a mirror view
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of the ground state absorption, but can be superimposed with broad positive ES absorption
bands. As a consequence, the negative ground state (GS) band (430 nm) is slightly shifted in
comparison to the GS absorption (410 – 420 nm).

Another negative band which can appear in a transient spectrum is stimulated emission (SE).
If emission is very weak such a band can be completely obscured by the positive ES absorption.
In addition, the emission from the initially excited state can be only slightly redshifted from the
absorption (small Stokes shift), so such band can be merged with the GS band. However, no
emission was detected in the steady state luminescence experiment. It should be mentioned
that Cu2(NSSN)2 can demonstrate femtosecond emission, but a time-resolved fluorescence
experiment such as fluorescence up-conversion would be necessary to detect such a weak and
ultrashort emission. Even if Cu2(NSSN)2 shows such emission, it is not clearly manifested in the
transient absorption spectra. The positive band with maximum at 370 nm as well as featureless
broad absorption extending above 500 nm are ascribed to excited states absorption (ESA).

Table 5.4: Time constants obtained by global fit analysis of transient absorption spectra for Cu2(NSSN)2
with PF6 and OTf counter ions in different solvents.

Solvent Counter-anion τ1 / ps τ2 / ps

DFB
PF6 0.65 ± 0.03 10.6 ± 1.8
OTf 0.70 ± 0.09 12.5 ± 3.1

ACN
PF6 0.53 ± 0.06 7.9 ± 1.0
OTf 0.61 ± 0.05 11.1 ± 1.8

DCM
PF6 0.47 ± 0.11 7.4 ± 2.1
OTf 0.94 ± 0.21 12.7 ± 5.0

In step 2 decay of all bands and especially strong recovery of the GS band are observed.
During first few picoseconds all the bands decrease simultaneously (Fig. 5.8A) by about 60 % in
intensity without significant shifts and shape variations revealing ultrafast deexcitation to the
ground state with time constant of about 650 fs (see the kinetic analysis below). This process can
be radiative (fluorescence) or non-radiative (internal conversion). It shows that the conformation
in the higher excited singlet states reveals strong vibronic coupling with the ground state of the
complex.

In step 3 (see Fig. 5.8B) we observe further recovery with a weak read shift of the GS band,
accompanied by the blueshift of the broad ES band. Thus a decay of GS band can be caused
(at least partially) by the increasing overlap with strong positive ES band. The time constant
of about 10 ps, corresponding to this decay, points to ISC to the triplet 3MLCT state, as ISC in
various homoleptic and heteroleptic copper complexes was found to happen within 2 – 30 ps
[Sid+03; ITT07; Iwa+11; San+14; Dic+17].

In step 4 further spectral evolution exhibits a redshift of all bands and decrease of intensity
with time constant >100 ps. This step can be ascribed to the beginning of further structural
changes in the triplet state and radiationless decay to the ground state. The limited accuracy for
this decay time constant is due to the limited pump-probe time delay (∼ 1 ns) accessible in our
experiments which cannot be extended to the whole kinetics. This slower process was further
observed in transient XAS and WAXS experiments.

This spectral discussion was done for the solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 in DFB. Other
investigated solutions in DFB, DCM and ACN demonstrate similar behaviour.

Apart from IC and ISC, vibrational relaxation (VR) in the excited state and ground states
can contribute to the observed signal. This phenomenon can take place in quite wide timescale
(100 fs to 100 ps) depending on the complex structure and on the solvent. For TM complexes IC,
VR and rearrangement of the solvation sphere are typically convoluted and only the average
time constant for all these processes is observed [Vlč00]. For many TM complexes ultrafast ISC
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Figure 5.9: Transient absorption kinetics of Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 in DFB probed at 370, 430 and 590 nm.
The right plot zooms into shorter time scale.

takes place on the timescale below 1 ps, as for Ru(bpy)3 [Dam97], but for copper compounds this
process was found to happen on a significantly longer time scale [MFC15]. In order to disentangle
the individual ultrafast processes the set of additional purposeful experiments would have to
be done. To distinguish VR from other processes a fs-ps pump-probe IR experiment can be
performed as demonstrated in [Dic+17]. Alternatively vibrational populations can be accessed
by means of time-resolved Raman spectroscopy [Miz97]. On the other hand, ascribing the
observed 10 ps process as ISC could be supported by further monitoring the populated state
in a ns TA experiment performed on a degassed and an oxygenated solution. Oxygen serves
as an efficient triplet excited state quencher and therefore should accelerate the decay of the
triplet state [Lak06]. However, such an effect is clearly pronounced only with lifetimes of at
least several tens of ns (exceeding characteristic diffusion times), and the pump-probe X-ray
measurements on Cu2(NSSN)2 demonstrated decay times on the order of 1 – 2 ns (see sections
5.3 and 5.4), what indicates the presence of faster quenching mechanisms.

5.2.3 Kinetic analysis

Several kinetic traces at wavelengths corresponding to GSB and ESA spectral features are shown
in Fig. 5.9. The real time resolution of the experiment is determined by the cross correlation of
the pump and probe pulses at the sample. The Raman scattering or two photon absorption in
the solvent exists only as long as pump and probe pulses overlap. For a kinetic trace at 485 nm
only a positive signal was observed in the transient spectrum. It was fitted with the Gaussian
function, and FWHM was found to be 116 fs. This is the real time resolution of the experiment.
In order to analyse kinetics at time scales close to the time resolution, the decay function has to
be convolved with this cross-correlation function. However, in our case strong and irregular
signal from the solvents obscure the sample signal in the first ∼ 0.5 ps after the excitation. We
have not analysed this time interval further and only took into account the data at time delays
longer than 450 fs. Thus a simple multiexponential model could be used for fitting kinetic traces.

In order to get reliable time constants the global fitting procedure was applied. In this
approach kinetic traces at selected wavelengths were fitted with several global decay constants.
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Figure 5.10: Decay associated spectra from transient absorption of Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 and
Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 in DFB, ACN and DCM obtained by global fit analysis with
multi-exponential functions. Time constants are given in Table 5.4.
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The analysis revealed the existence of three steps (steps 2 – 4, as discussed before) characterised
by three different time constants, which for all experimental solutions are gathered in Table
5.4. The decay-associated spectra extracted from the global fit are shown in Fig. 5.10. These
differential spectra have similar shapes for all decay components, expressed in GSB and ESA.

5.2.4 Summary

The transient absorption in UV-vis gave us an insight into the evolution of photoexcited
Cu2(NSSN)2 with 120 fs resolution. Solutions of Cu2(NSSN)2 with OTf– and PF –

6 counter
anions in ACN, DCM and DFB could all be globally fitted with three exponential decays. Two
fast decay processes demonstrate similar time constants for all solvents and were assigned as
IC to the ground state and ISC to 3MLCT. The much slower third time constant could not be
precisely determined with the existing delay line and corresponds to non-radiative ISC from
3MLCT back to the ground state. This longer timescale is further investigated in pump-probe
X-ray experiments as reported in sections 5.3 and 5.4. To the best of our knowledge, the results
presented in this chapter provide the first femtosecond time-resolved study on the dinuclear
copper complexes.
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5.3 Transient X-ray absorption spectroscopy

This section will discuss the analysis of the data collected in steady-state and picosecond
transient X-ray absorption spectroscopy experiments.

5.3.1 Experiment description

Steady state measurements

The Cu K-edge X-ray absorption spectrum of the solid Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 was measured by
the group of Prof. M. Bauer, Paderborn University. The spectrum was measured at ANKA
synchrotron in Karlsruhe, Germany. The sample was mixed with boron nitride and measured in
transmission mode simultaneously with a copper foil as a reference. Three scans were acquired
and merged.

The Cu K-edge X-ray absorption spectrum of the 10 mM solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 in
ACN was measured at beamline BM23 of ESRF synchrotron in Grenoble, France together with
the group of Prof. M. Bauer. The X-ray beam was monochromatised by a Si(111) double-crystal
monochromator. The sample was measured in fluorescence mode with a 13 pixel Ge detector
from Canberra. Two scans were acquired and merged. The energy calibration was performed
by setting the maximum of the first derivative of the reference spectra to 8979.0 eV.

Pump-probe time-resolved measurements

Transient X-ray absorption measurements were performed at beamline P11 of Petra III syn-
chrotron, Hamburg, Germany, in the course of three experiments. The measurement in ACN
in January 2014 was performed with the setup as described in [Sch13; Dic13; Gör14] in single
photon counting mode (limited to 104 ph/s). This measurement mode allowed us to see transient
XANES, but in the EXAFS energy range no oscillations could be observed. Afterwards the setup
was upgraded as reported in [Goe+16]. The scheme of the setup is shown in Fig. 5.11. In the
course of the upgrade the detection in single photon counting mode was changed to integrating
mode (possible count rates > 108 ph/s). The description of the upgraded setup is given below,
and particular parameters of each experiment are provided in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Experimental details of transient XAS experiments.

date Sample, concentration, solvent jet parameters Laser pulse energy
Jan’14 10 mM Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 in ACN cylindrical, 300 µm 7.1 µJ
Oct’15 5 mM Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 in ACN cylindrical, 300 µm 3.0 µJ
Jun’16 5 mM Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 in DFB flat, 100 µm 0.6 µJ

Pump-probe experiments were performed with 40 bunch mode of Petra III, which delivers
a 70-100 ps X-ray pulse every 192 ns. The X-ray beam for the experiment is monochromatised
with a Si(111) crystal (energy resolution dE/E = 1.3E-4). The beam is further focused by a
Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirror system. The XAS setup is installed directly behind the KB-system
at a distance of 72.3 m from the source. The X-ray spot size on the sample position is on the
order of 10 µm. The X-ray beam first passes through a silicon photodiode to register the incident
flux I0 and further through a small aperture in the middle of an on-axis microscope before
interacting with the sample. The sample is delivered by a liquid jet system, which is mounted
on a translational motor stage. For X-ray fluorescence detection two avalanche photodiodes
(APDs [Bar+06]) from FMB Oxford (APD001 model)) are mounted at an angle of ninety degrees
with respect to the incident beam. The pump laser pulses are guided to the sample by a set of
mirrors (M) and focused by a lens located ca. 200 mm in front of the sample position. In addition
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Figure 5.11: A scheme of the pump-probe X-ray absorption spectroscopy setup at beamline P11 of Petra
III. Modified from [Goe+16].

to monitoring the incident beam intensity I0 the normalisation is performed by measuring
scattering from a metal foil placed several cm behind the jet. This way the same X-ray bunch is
used for the data collection and for the normalisation, which allows to reduce the noise coming
from different intensities of different bunches. APDs can be covered with Mo conical shieldings
with 1 mm opening in order to decrease the contribution of elastically scattered X-rays. The
voltage signals from the APDs are fed into a fast digitiser (model ADQ412AC, 12 bit, 2/4GS)
from SP Devices for processing. The corresponding firmware and software has been developed
by the EuropeanXFEL (Advanced Electronics Group, Control & Analysis Software Group, and
the FXE Group) [Bri+16]. For the excitation of the sample a femtosecond pulsed PHAROS laser
system from Light Conversion is used. The laser is based on a Yb:KGW crystal which generates
light with 1030 nm wavelength. Further harmonics can be generated producing light at 515,
343 and 257 nm. In this work the excitation was performed with 343 nm light pulses. The laser
oscillator is synchronised to the master frequency of the synchrotron (500 MHz reference radio
frequency). The laser amplifier operates with 65 KHz frequency which corresponds to half of
the Petra III round trip frequency (130 KHz). The pump laser beam and the probe X-ray beam
are spatially overlapped on the liquid jet with the sample solution.

With this upgraded setup the measurements on 5 mM solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 in ACN
in October 2015 were performed. Transient EXAFS data were acquired that are analysed in
the following subsections. In June 2016 transient XAS measurements were performed on the
solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 in DFB. In order to be able to perform the measurements, the
laser power on the jet had to be reduced by one order of magnitude compared to the power
used in the first ACN measurement. It probably accounts for smaller focal spot of the laser and
therefore higher energy density on the sample in case of the DFB solution. The transient data in
this set have much higher noise level compared to the measurements in ACN as shown in Fig.
5.19. A possible reason for it could be radiation damage of Cu2(NSSN)2 in DFB.

5.3.2 Estimation of excited state fraction in the laser-illuminated volume

In order to assure that the pump-probe measurements reported below are performed in the
linear regime (no multiphoton excitations) one has to compare the number of photons in a laser
pulse and the number of molecules in the illuminated volume. In order to be safely in the linear
regime, the number of photons in the illuminated volumeNph should be significantly less than
the number of molecules Nmol . As a rule of thumb the condition Nph < 10 · Nmol can be used.
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The number of photons in a laser pulse can be calculated as

Nph = Epulse/Eph, (5.1)

where Epulse is the total pulse energy and Eph is the energy of one photon. For trXAS of
Cu2(NSSN)2 in ACN, which is analysed in the following sections, the laser power measured
before the jet was 200 mW, and the laser frequency was 65 KHz, which results in Epulse = 3.1 µJ.
The energy of a photon with λ = 343 nm expressed in Joules equals 5.8 · 10−19 J. This gives
number of photons per laser pulse Nph ≈ 5.3 · 1012.

The number of molecules in the illuminated volume V can be found as

Nmol = NA · ν = NA · c ·V, (5.2)

where NA is the Avogadro number (6.02 · 1023 mol−1) and c is concentration. The size of
the laser spot on the jet was set to be approximately equal to the jet diameter (300 µm). For the
calculation we assume that the diameter of the laser spot was in the range of 100 µm < d < 300 µm.
For a cylindrical jet and a cylindrical beam the illuminated volume can be approximated as
common volume of two circular cylinders with the jet radius R and beam radius r with their axes
intersecting at right angles. For R = r the common volume equals V = 16/3R3; for r = 1/3R
V = 0.6747R3 [Hub65]. This estimations gives the number of molecules in the illuminated
volume as 6.9 · 1012 < Nmol < 54.2 · 1012.

In order to calculate the absorption of the laser beam by a cylindrical jet one would have
to integrate over all penetration thicknesses of the beam through the jet. However, as an
approximation it can be assumed that the laser beam travels through a flat (rectangular) jet of the
same cross-section as the cylindrical jet. It would then have a thickness h = πR2/2R = 236 µm.
According to the Lambert-Beer law the transmitted light intensity is I = I0 · 10−OD, where
OD = εch is optical density, or absorbance1. With the extinction coefficient ε = 104 M−1cm−1,
concentration c = 5 mM and h = 236 µm, OD = 1.18, and I/I0 = 0.066. It means that 93.4 % of
photons, or 5.0 · 1012 out of 5.3 · 1012, are absorbed in the jet. This calculation shows that for
the laser spot size on the jet of ∼ 300 µm, the Nabs

ph ≈ 0.1 · Nmol (the excited state fraction in the
laser-illuminated volume is appr. 10 %), which satisfies the linear regime condition.

5.3.3 Ground state EXAFS

For the analysis of the transient EXAFS data first the steady state EXAFS spectrum had to be
analysed. The non-structural fitting parameters obtained from the ground state fit were further
used for modelling of the EXAFS of the excited state.

Several fitting approaches were pursued in order to assure reliable results:

• EXAFS data (solid OTf– and 10 mM acetonitrile solution) were analysed using Athena and
Artemis [RN05] software packages, the fitting was performed with the D2-symmetric DFT
structure as a model, varying structural parameters. The aim was to obtain a D2-symmetric
structure with the interatomic distances matching the EXAFS data. DFT bond lengths
Cu-N and Cu-S are appr. 10 % longer than the crystallographic values from an X-ray
diffraction (XRD) experiment, and EXAFS fit confirms the crystallographic structure. The
DFT model was modified according to the fit results, however, a lot of manual changes in
the molecule were required for that, and it was not possible to discriminate between some
models with structural differences in shells further than 3 Å. Due to these uncertainties
the preference was given to the crystallographic structure as the model. Although it is not
strictly symmetric, it is a structure obtained from a high precision experiment. The EXAFS

1In UV-vis spectroscopy it is conventional that the extinction coefficient is calculated for the decimal base, and not
the exponential.
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Figure 5.12: Fit of EXAFS of solid Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 performed with ExCurve. N, S, C, S, Cu shells were
included; number of atoms, distances to shells and σ2 were fitted.

data could be adequately fitted with the crystallographic model without fitting structural
parameters as presented below.

• EXAFS data (solid OTf– and 10 mM acetonitrile solution) were analysed using ExCurve
[Bin98] software. Scattering atoms were added shell by shell, and their number, distance
to the absorber and σ2 were fitted. Five shells were included: N, S, C, S, Cu. Since there
was no 3D model, only single scattering paths were considered. CTMG and NTMG were not
considered in the fit, because they could not be fitted with reasonable parameters. The
fitting was performed together with Roland Schoch from the group of Prof. Matthias Bauer,
Paderborn university. The results are presented in Fig. 5.12 and 5.13, and the parameters
are gathered in Table 5.6.

• EXAFS data (solid OTf– ) were analysed with Athena and Artemis [RN05]. The same shells
were included into the fit as in ExCurve (N,S,C,S,Cu). Crystallographic structure was used
as a model, structural parameters were fitted. Using the 3D model allowed to additionally
include multiple scattering paths. The results are shown in Fig. 5.14, and the parameters
are given in Table 5.6.

Artemis and ExCurve both yield similar results that confirm the crystallographic structure.
The distances to the coordinating atoms (N and S) match within errorbars for two software
packages; for further shells there are some discrepancies due to contribution of multiple
scattering paths taken into account in the Artemis fit.

• Finally, EXAFS data (solid OTf– ) were analysed with Athena and Artemis [RN05], using
the crystallographic structure as a model without varying structural parameters. This
fitting result was used for transient EXAFS modelling. The relevant analysis parameters
are given below.

The data reduction was performed in Athena [RN05], the background was removed using
the implemented Autobk algorithm with parameters Rbkg = 1.1 and k = 3. The extracted
EXAFS signal χ(k) was fitted with horae Artemis [RN05], using Feff85L [Ank+98].

The fitting was done in k-space for k = 3 – 16 Å−1. Strong multiple-scattering paths were
included. All distances were kept fixed, because the structure was further used as the base
for the construction of the excited state structures. Energy shift E0, amplitude reduction
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Figure 5.13: Fit of EXAFS of 10 mM acetonitrile solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 performed with ExCurve.
N, S, C, S, Cu shells were included; number of atoms, distances to shells and σ2 were fitted.
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Figure 5.14: Fit of EXAFS of solid state Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 performed with Artemis. N, S, C, S, Cu shells
were included; distances to shells and σ2 were fitted. The number of atoms was taken from
the crystallographic data and was not refined. Fit was performed in k space for k = 3 – 15.5
Å−1.
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Table 5.6: Comparative results of EXAFS fitting performed in Artemis and ExCurve. For details see text.

Solid, ExCurve Liquid, ExCurve Solid, Artemis Cryst. distance [Å]
E0 [eV] 2.8 ± 2.2 2.9 ± 2.5 -2.6 ± 1.2
S2

0 1 1.07 ± 1.15 0.9999 ± 0.0002
(restrained by 1)

N N 1.9±1.2 1.7±2.2 2 2
R [Å] 2.00±0.03 1.99±0.04 2.017±0.015 2.021±0.010
σ2 a 0.021±0.007 0.021±0.009 0.009 ±0.001

S N 2.3±1.2 2.4±3.1 2 2
R [Å] 2.26±0.02 2.25±0.02 2.276±0.009 2.288±0.011
σ2 0.024±0.007 0.021±0.009 0.0109±0.0008

C N 3.4±1.4 2.8±3.8 6 6
R [Å] 2.90±0.02 2.90±0.02 2.87,2.95,3.00±0.02 2.898-3.067
σ2 0.021±0.009 0.018±0.009 0.012±0.002 av. = 2.964

S N 1.7±0.8 1.7±2.7 2 2
R [Å] 3.51±0.03 3.50±0.03 3.57±0.03 3.400-3.659
σ2 0.025±0.011 0.025±0.013 0.016±0.004 av. = 3.530

Cu N 1.0±0.8 1 1 1
R [Å] 3.96±0.03 3.95±0.04 4.02±0.03 3.941
σ2 0.025±0.011 0.025±0.015 0.013±0.004

a σ2 values from ExCurve should be divided by 2 to be compared with Artemis

factor S2
0 and "Debye-Waller factors" σ2 were fitted. Since fitted value of S2

0 was close to 1.0
(within error bar) and it correlated strongly with the σ2 of the first shell, it was fixed at S2

0
= 1.0 for the final fit, resulting in Nind = 25 (number of "independent points" which is an
estimation of the informational content of the data, calculated by the fitting software) for
Npar = 8 fitting parameters. The list of used scattering paths and the fitting parameters are
presented in Table 5.7, the experimental data and fits plotted in k- and R-space are shown
in Fig. 5.17. The atoms used in the EXAFS fit are marked on the Fig. 5.16. As the input
to Feff8.5L the following parameters were important: FOLP 0 1.1; AFOLP; SCF 5. 1. The
overlap factor (FOLP) for the central atom was changed from 1.15 to 1.1, because the Feff
calculation could not proceed with the default value of 1.15. The self-consistent potential
(SCF flag in the Feff input file) was used because it is supposed to give a better estimation
of E0, at the cost of significantly slower calculations. The energy shift was found to be
∆E0 = −0.2 eV with Feff8.5 with SCF in comparison to ∆E0 = 6 eV for Feff6 without SCF.

5.3.4 Transient XANES

Fig. 5.18 shows the edge region of the Cu K-edge absorption spectrum of the complex. The
edge position (maximum of the first derivative at 8981.2 eV) and shape (intensive shoulder
at 8985.5 eV, assigned as 1s→ 4p transition) correspond to a four-coordinated Cu+1 [Kau+87;
HS12].

Upon photoexcitation with 343 nm light pulses strong changes are observed in the XANES
spectrum. The transient signal (Fig. 5.18) has a double minimum corresponding to the disap-
pearance of the two edge shoulders caused by the edge shift to higher energies for Cu+2. This
fact was used to estimate the excited state fraction as described below. At the same time a small
positive preedge feature emerges at 8978 eV which in literature is assigned to be 1s→ 3d(+4p)
transition which is characteristic for Cu+2 with coordination distorted from a centrosymmetric
one [SKY92; MDD12; HS12]. The transient obtained on a DFB solution shows the same fea-
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between EXAFS of solid [Cu2(NSSN)2](OTf)2 and its 10 mM solution in ACN.
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Figure 5.17: EXAFS data and fit in k- and R-space of the solid sample of Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 used for
further transient EXAFS analysis. Fit was performed in k space for k = 3 – 16 Å−1.
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Table 5.7: The list of scattering paths included in the EXAFS fit and the fitting results. The amplitude
reduction factor was fixed at S2

0 = 1, the energy shift was found to be E0 = −0.2± 0.4 eV.

Scattering path σ2 [Å2] fitting parameter
Cu-N(d) 0.0079±0.0008 sig1
Cu-S(g) 0.0109±0.0006 sig2
Cu-C(c,e,f) 0.0087±0.0016 sig3
Cu-C(e)-C(f) 0.0087±0.0016 sig3
Cu-N(d) -C(e,c) 0.007±0.004 sig_ms
Cu-N(d) -C(e,c)-N(d) 0.016±0.004 sig1·2
Cu-N(b),Cu-C(a) 0.030±0.016 sig4
Cu-N(d) -C(f) 0.0083±0.0009 sig1/2+sig3/2
Cu-N(d) -N(b) 0.019±0.007 sig1/2+sig4/2
Cu-S(g) -C(f) 0.0098±0.0008 sig2/2+sig3/2
Cu-S(h) 0.017±0.013 sig5
Cu-Cu 0.021± 0.013 sig6
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Figure 5.18: Ground state X-ray absorption spectrum of solid Cu2(NSSN)2 and transient spectrum of
5 mM solution in ACN).
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Figure 5.19: Transient X-ray absorption spectra in ACN and in DFB. Each transient is normalised to the
corresponding edge jump, therefore their amplitudes reflect the excited state fractions.

tures as the transient in ACN, but the S/N ratio for DFB is much lower, and it is hard to do a
quantitative comparison (Fig. 5.19).

Estimation of the excited state fraction in the X-ray absorption spectrum

The laser-pumped spectrum (PS) has contributions of both ground state (GS) and excited state
(ES) spectra. In order to extract the ES spectrum, the knowledge of its relative contribution
(excited state fraction f ) is necessary. In order to estimate it, the following procedure was
performed. The edge shape for the GS spectrum was modelled as a sum of an error function and
two pseudo-voigt peaks centred at 8982.4 eV (pVoigt1) and 8985.4 eV (pVoigt2) as shown in Fig.
5.20. With the ES fraction fi the excited state spectrum Si can be calculated out of GS spectrum
and transient (Tr) as

Si = GS +
Tr
fi

. (5.3)

For the sought fraction fx the spectrum Si turns into the ES spectrum:

Tr = fx · (ES− GS). (5.4)

Upon change from Cu+1 to Cu+2 the absorption edge shifts to higher energies. Due to this
edge shift there should be no or only small absorption by Cu+2 at 8982.4 eV (pVoigt1). We can
use this fact and find f for which the amplitude of pVoigt1 would be zero.

Combining equations 5.3 and 5.4 results in

Si = GS +
ES− GS

fi
· fx, (5.5)

and after normalising the amplitude of Si by GS in

Si

GS
= 1− fx · (1−

ES
GS

) · 1
fi

. (5.6)

Equation 5.6 describes the dependence of Si (normalised by GS) as a function of fi. For each
Si the edge was modelled using the same model as for the GS, keeping the position and the
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Figure 5.20: Modeling of the absorption edge as a sum of two pseudo-voigt functions and an error-
function.
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Figure 5.21: Left plot: modeling of edges of calculated Si spectra. The solid lines show Si for different
excited state fractions f , dashed lines of the same color represent the fits. The widths and
positions of the edge peaks were kept fixed to the fitted GS values, amplitudes were fitted.
Right plot: linear regression of the amplitude of the edge peak at 8982.4 eV as the function of
the excited state fraction.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of X-ray absorption spectra from the pump-probe experiment (measured at P11
beamline) and a static experiment (measured in ESRF). Left: self-absorption correction was
performed on the P11 data in Athena software, resulting in a good match between the two
data sets. Right: EXAFS data from P11 and ESRF in k-space.

width of pVoigt1 and pVoigt2 fixed and fitting their amplitudes as shown in Fig. 5.21 (left). The
fitted amplitude of pVoigt1 and its linear regression is plotted in Fig. 5.21 (right). The slope of
the linear regression of this data set is − fx · (1− ES

GS ). If there is no absorption in the excited
state at 8982.4 eV, then ES = 0, (1− ES

GS ) = 1 and the slope of eq. 5.6 is equal to −1/ fx. If in the
excited state the amplitude of an edge peak is non-zero (which would be the case for pVoigt2,
because there is Cu+2 absorption at this energy), then (1− ES

GS ) < 1 and the slope gives the
lower border estimation for the excited state fraction. For pVoigt1 the linear regression results
in fx = 0.037. However, since there are two copper atoms in the molecule, the electron density
loss upon photoexcitation is divided between them, and a more realistic estimation for the
excited state fraction would be a factor of two larger, 0.074. It corresponds to 50 % decrease in
the intensity of pVoigt1. This should be the lower-border estimation of the excited state fraction.

5.3.5 Transient EXAFS

Extraction of the transient EXAFS data

The ground and laser-pumped X-ray absorption spectra collected during the pump-probe
experiment show EXAFS oscillation damping and high noise level compared to the GS spectrum
obtained in a static EXAFS experiment at ESRF (see Fig. 5.22). As possible reasons for the
oscillation damping two effects were considered: fluorescence self-absorption and the detector
(avalanche photodiode (APD)) dead time. Fluorescence self-absorption should not have a
strong effect: the mass percentage of copper in a 10 mM ACN solution is (assuming the density
of the solution being equal to the density of the solvent):

mCu
msolution

= cCu·MCu
ccomplex ·Mcomplex+ρsolvent

= 0.0075.

This concentration of the absorbing atom falls into the diluted sample approximation and
should not show self-absorption effects in the X-ray absorption spectrum [New04]. Other
samples with the same copper concentration measured at this setup with different alignment did
not demonstrate oscillations damping. This leaves us with the assumption that the saturation
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Trnorm = pumpednorm − unpumpednorm. For the details see text. Both transients are
divided dy the corresponding edge jump.

of the detector caused this effect. It has not been analysed further because we do not have an
estimation for the count rate during the experiment. Judging by [Bar+06], in order to cause
dead-time effects the count rate should have been higher than 107 ph/s. [Bri+16] estimated for
a similar setup that the dead time effects are observed only with the count rate >> 108 ph/s.
Self-absorption correction module in Athena software [RN05] was used in order to correct for
the damping. The correction was performed on the data normalised by incident intensity I0.
Even though the reason for damping is different, applying this correction results in a good
match between corrected data and a static spectrum as shown in Fig. 5.22 (left).

Despite the high noise level in the normalised GS spectrum, the transient spectrum obtained
by subtracting normalised steady-state (unpumped) from normalised laser-pumped spectrum
Trnorm = pumpednorm − unpumpednorm shows clear oscillations even in the regions where the
steady-state and laser-pumped spectra are dominated by noise. What is more, the transient calcu-
lated by subtraction of raw signals, not normalised by I0, Trraw = pumpedraw − unpumpedraw
demonstrates higher S/N ratio than Trnorm as demonstrated in Fig. 5.23. The fact that the tran-
sient has lower noise than the steady state and laser-pumped spectra points to the fact that there
are other noise sources in addition to the inherent shot noise of the X-ray beam. The possibility
to extract the transient data despite noisy steady-state and laser-pumped spectra underlines the
advantage of the data collection scheme in this experiment: the data for unpumped / pumped
channels are collected alternately for each Laser Off / Laser On cycle at 65 kHz. This way
certain external factors which may have effect on the spectrum, such as X-ray beam position,
ring current intensity, jet thickness, sample concentration, do not change significantly within
one cycle of data collection. The transient data do not suffer from these modulations, which,
however, can increase the noise in the actual ground state and pumped spectra. Since Trraw had
higher S/N ratio than Trnorm, it was used as the experimental data in the further data analysis,
and is further referred to as Trexp, or ∆χexp. In order to compensate for the damping effect Trexp
was scaled by a factor of 1.7. This factor was obtained by scaling the analysed GS spectrum
to the spectrum from a static experiment in k-space as shown in Fig. 5.22 (right). The error in
estimating this scaling coefficient only affects the value of the ES fraction extracted in the further
data analysis.
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Analysis

The analysis was based on fitting of the transient EXAFS spectrum directly in energy space by
minimisation of the square residual function between a series of simulated transient EXAFS
spectra and the experimental data as proposed in [Gaw+09]. This approach was successfully
applied to study photoexcitation-driven structural changes in spin-crossover Fe complexes
[Gaw+09; Ass16] and a dimetal Pt complex [Vee+09]. An advantage of the energy space
transient EXAFS fitting is that the ES fraction is one of the fitting parameters, and no preliminary
knowledge of it is necessary. What is more, in our experiment the quality of the GS spectrum
was too low to analyse EXAFS. In this approach we could base the ground state fit on an external
data set (high-quality static solid state EXAFS spectrum). The steps of the analysis were the
following.

1. Ground state EXAFS fit

In this analysis approach transient EXAFS spectra are calculated as difference between
EXAFS spectra for excited state models and the ground state. Therefore, the ground state
EXAFS spectrum of Cu2(NSSN)2 had to be fitted. The ground and laser-pumped X-ray
absorption spectra collected during the pump-probe experiment show EXAFS oscillation
damping and too high noise level to be analysed. Therefore, we decided to use a steady-
state EXAFS spectrum for the ground state fit. The transient EXAFS data are obtained on a
solution, and it would be reasonable to base the analysis on a steady-state EXAFS spectrum
of the solution. However, EXAFS spectra of liquid and solid samples look identical (see
Fig. 5.15), and the solid sample has higher S/N ratio. For this reason the spectrum of the
solid Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 measured at ANKA was taken as the base for the GS fit. The
fitting procedure and results were presented in section 5.3.3.

2. Calculating χ(k) for the ground state

In order to have χ(k) for GS and ES calculated in the identical way, χGS(k) was calculated
externally by using Feff8.5L for the crystallographic structure using the fitting parameters
of the GS. Five modules of Feff have been executed (pot, xsph, f ms, path, gen f mt), and
the generated list.dat file was modified by removing all paths which were not taken into
account in the fit and setting the σ2 for all relevant paths to the GS fit values. With this
modified list.dat the sixth module f f 2x has been run to generate χGS(k).

3. Constructing excited state structures and calculating χES(k)

Excited state structures were constructed as follows. Brute-force generation of possible ES
structures would need investigation of too many structures. Because of two copper atoms
and four Cu-N/Cu-S bonds, there are eight independent parameters even if the ligands
are moved as fixed units. Therefore, we based the search of the ES structures on the DFT
calculation results. As discussed previously in section 5.1.3, only the triplet state should
be observed with the temporal resolution of the transient XAS experiment (70-100 ps).
Since the DFT-calculated GS structure had longer Cu-N and Cu-S bond lengths than the
crystallographic model (see Table 5.1), the calculated DFT structures (S0 and T1) could
not be used for the fit as they are. Therefore, we decided to construct the ES structures
out of the crystallographic structure. In order to do it, relative changes (ratios) between
the DFT-calculated Cu-N and Cu-S distances in T1 and S0 were applied to corresponding
bonds in the crystal structure. The ligand part of the molecule can be separated into four
equal parts, each including tetramethylguanidine, phenyl and one sulfur of the disulfide
bridge. (On the Fig. 5.16 the separation line would go between two sulfur atoms.) For
each copper, the paths which significantly contribute to the EXAFS signal, and therefore
were used for the fit, all belong to such a ligand half except for contributions by two
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Figure 5.24: Best fits of transient EXAFS data for structures along the Scr
0 → Tcr

1 transformation path. Top:
energy space. Bottom: recalculated into k-space with E0 = 8981.08 eV (ground state value).
The fitting parameters are collected in Table 5.8.
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second-shell sulfur atoms (3.4 – 3.7 Å) and the second copper (3.9 Å). Therefore, for the
construction of the ES these four parts could be moved independently as fixed units. As
the first step the ligand unit was moved in the Cu-S-N plane along the Cu-N vector to the
aimed Cu-N distance. In the second step the ligand was rotated in the same plane around
the coordinating N-atom until the necessary Cu-S distance was reached. The structural
modifications were performed on both copper atoms independently, without changing
the Cu-Cu distance. The structure obtained this way was denoted as Tcr

1 . In order to
perform the structural refinement additional ES structures were constructed along the
transformation path Scr

0 → Tcr
1 with ∆R = 0.5− 1.2 relative bond lengths changes (where

Tcr
1 corresponds to ∆R = 1.0).

In the calculated triplet structure one of the S-S bonds breaks, and two parts of the molecule
rotate around the remaining S-S bond away from each other. A convenient way to evaluate
the degree of rotation is the dihedral angle Cu-S-S-Cu. In the crystallographic structure
this angle is 52° and 57°, whereas in the calculated S0 (GS) structure it is 70°. In the triplet
state T1 it grows to 98°. Due to the cycle breaking the contribution of Cu-Cu scattering to
EXAFS in the excited state should be very weak, since the displacement from the average
Cu-Cu distance will be much higher than in the GS. The same is valid for that one of
the second-shell sulfur atoms which moves away from copper upon rotation. These two
scattering paths were excluded from the calculation. With these prerequisites χES(k) was
calculated for each copper atom separately and later summed up.

4. Statistical analysis

The theoretical transient in energy space can be constructed as ∆χcalc(E) = f ·
(χES(E, EES

0 ) − χGS(E, EGS
0 )). E0 is the energy that corresponds to k = 0. EGS

0 was ob-
tained in the GS fit. However, EES

0 is unknown. The chemical shift between the excited
and ground states dE = EES

0 − EGS
0 can be estimated from the shift of the X-ray absorption

edge position. Upon photoinduced MLCT in copper complexes the K-edge absorption
edge shifts to higher energies due to the change of the electronic density on copper. For
some Cu(N4) complexes this shift (measured at the half of the edge jump) was found
to be 3-3.5 eV [Che01; Hof+14; Pen+13]. For the investigated complex and its Cu+2-
chloride-thiolate derivative the shift is 1.8 eV [Neu+12]. The smaller value compared to
Cu(N4) complexes can be explained by higher covalency of Cu-S bonds compared to Cu-N
[Kau+87]. Since there are two copper atoms in the molecule which potentially can have
different E0 in the excited state, the energy shift has to be varied for both, and it is expected
to have a positive value up to 3.5 eV. However, the changes on both copper atoms in the
calculated T1 are identical, and therefore the chemical shifts for them should be equal:
dE = dE1 = dE2. Thus, for each ES model χES(k) was recalculated into χES(E, EGS

0 + dE)
with dE varied from -1 to 4 eV with 0.1 eV step.

Another parameter that has to be fitted is the ES fraction. We estimated the lower border
for it to be f = 0.037, and the expected value to be f = 0.074. However, the presence
of two copper sites makes it difficult to predict the edge position and shape of the ES
spectrum, and f was varied as an independent parameter from 3 % to 15 % with 0.5 % step.
For each parameter set (∆R,dE, f ) ∆χcalc(E) was calculated and compared to ∆χexp(E).
The goodness of match between the calculation and the experiment was evaluated by
calculating χ2

red according to the following equation:

χ2
red =

1
N − 1

· Σ
( f · ∆χcalc(∆R, dE, f )− ∆χexp

stderr
)2, (5.7)

where N is the number of points in the experimental spectrum, stderr is the standard error
for experimental values.
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Table 5.8: Best fit results for structures along Scr
0 → Tcr

1 transformation path. The fits are plotted in Fig.
5.24

Scr
0 → Tcr

1 f dE χ2
red

0.5 0.135 0.7 1.774
0.6 0.120 1.4 1.629
0.7 0.105 1.5 1.595
0.8 0.095 1.5 1.590
0.9 0.080 1.9 1.609
1.0 0.070 2.2 1.652
1.1 0.060 2.5 1.726
1.2 0.055 2.7 1.827

The standard deviation at each energy point j of the spectrum could be estimated as

stddevj =

√
1

nj−1 ·
nj

∑
i=1

(xij − xj), where xij is an independent measurement at point j, nj is

the number of measurements (nj = 3 or 6 for different parts of the spectrum). However,
due to the small value of n, values of the standard deviation differed strongly from point
to point, thus making some spectral points during the χ2

red calculation much more (orders
of magnitude) significant than others. This is not physically reasonable, because we expect
approximately the same number of photons coming to the detector at all EXAFS energies.
For this reason the standard deviation for each experimental data point was taken to be
the same and was calculated as the mean value of standard deviations for all measurement

points stddev = 1
N

N
∑

j=1
stddevj. The standard error, or the standard deviation of the mean,

was then calculated for each spectral point as stderrj = stddev/√nj. 2

Results and discussion
Experimental data and the best fit results for each ES structure are presented in Fig. 5.24;

the best fit parameters are gathered in Table 5.8. The global minimum of χ2
red is achieved for

Scr
0 → Tcr

1 transformation path parameter ∆R = 0.8, chemical shift dE = 1.5 eV and ES fraction f
= 0.095. The contour plot in Fig. 5.25 covers parameter values for all three parameters for which
χ2

red is within 3σ from the global χ2
red minimum.

The χ2
red surface on the space of (dE, f , ∆R) parameters has quite shallow minimum along

the structural dimension ∆R due to the fact that shorter bond lengths result in a better match
in the low-energy part of ∆χexp, whereas longer bond lengths – in the higher energy part. As a
result, structures with ∆R = 0.8± 0.2 produce fit with χ2

red within 3σ from the global minimum
for certain parameter combinations of dE and f . This range of ∆R corresponds to the following
bond lengths changes: Cu-N = -0.035(9) and +0.020(5) Å, Cu-S = +0.026(7) and -0.10(2) Å (see
Fig. 5.44a). Although the minimum in the χ2

red is quite shallow on the scale of the investigated
structural parameters (relative error of bond length change of appr. 25 %), it should be noted that
on the absolute scale the analysis demonstrates the precision on sub-pm level. This precision is
achieved due to strict structural constraints: the system moves along one structural coordinate,
which is Scr

0 → Tcr
1 .

The fit results in reasonable values of non-structural parameters dE and f . The chemical
shift was found to be dE = 1.5+1.2

−0.5 eV (as can be seen on Fig. 5.25), in agreement with dE < 3.5 eV

2For small sample statistics a possible approach for estimation of error bars is using the Student t-factor. In this
case it would result in introducing additionally factor of 1.386 and 1.156 to error bars of the data points with n = 3
or 6, respectively. Normally error bars for X-ray transient experiments are calculated by error propagation out of
error bars for ground and pumped spectra, which are often calculated as shot noise. However, in this experiment the
spectra were dominated by other noise sources.
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expected for a Cu+1→ Cu+2 transition. The excited state fraction was found to be f = 9.5+5.5
−3.0 %,

close to 7.4 %, predicted from the analysis of the XANES region. Errorbars for both parameters
are given at 3σ level from χ2

red analysis. Fig. 5.26 shows correlation plots for dE, f and ∆R
parameters.

In addition to the structural refinement, the effect of having independent energy shifts on
copper atoms (dE1 and dE2) was investigated: χ2

red was calculated for (dE1, dE2, f , ∆R = 1.0).
For identical copper sites and symmetric changes in the excited state one can expect the mirror
symmetry of χ2

red relative to dE2 = dE1 axis. However, as can be seen in Fig. 5.27 the symmetry
axis is rather dE2 = dE1 + 1 eV. The possible reason for it is the fact that the modelling was based
on the crystal structure, which demonstrates certain variance in Cu-N (2.021±0.010 Å) and Cu-S
(2.288±0.011 Å) bond lengths. This structural asymmetry could result in asymmetry of χ2

red
relative to the dE2 = dE1 axis.

In order to test the structural sensitivity of the transient EXAFS data, χ2
red was calculated

for all TDDFT-predicted singlet structures (presented in section 5.1.3). The structures were
constructed following the same principle as was used to construct Tcr

1 : ligands were moved
as whole units, and relative changes in Cu-N and Cu-S bond lengths were applied to the
crystallographic structure. Further structural refinement was not performed. Since some of
the singlet structures had asymmetric changes on copper atoms, dE1 and dE2 were varied
independently. Parameters corresponding to the global minimum of χ2

red for each singlet
structure are presented in Table 5.9. Most of singlet structures result in worse χ2

red than the
triplet structure and/or unreasonable values of dE or f . However, two structures, Scr

7 and Scr
16,

which structurally are almost mirror images of each other (with asymmetric changes on copper
atoms), demonstrate good fits with reasonable energy shifts and ES fraction. These results
show that there are different structures on the multidimensional space of structural parameters
that result in a good fit of the data with reasonable non-structural parameters. Based on the
transient EXAFS fit only it would not be possible to discriminate between Tcr

1 and Scr
7 /Scr

16. In
this case potential structures can be discriminated by prior physical knowledge (we expect
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Table 5.9: Best fit parameters for the structures constructed based on TDDFT calculations of the excited
singlets (see text for details). The chemical shift dE1 and dE2 was varied from -6 to 6 eV with
0.5 eV step size. Fitting parameters for the triplet structure performed in the same conditions
are given for comparison.

Structure dE1 dE2 f χ2
red

Scr
1 3.5 3.5 0.035 2.27

Scr
2 -6.0 -2.0 0.030 1.48

Scr
3 0.0 1.0 0.105 1.54

Scr
6 -1.0 2.5 0.110 1.93

Scr
7 2.5 1.5 0.095 1.60

Scr
9 -1.0 1.0 0.065 1.77

Scr
10 -1.5 1.0 0.140 1.80

Scr
13 4.5 4.0 0.035 2.33

Scr
15 4.0 3.5 0.035 2.23

Scr
16 1.5 2.5 0.100 1.60

Scr
17 3.0 4.0 0.050 2.23

Scr
26 4.0 4.5 0.055 2.22

Scr
38 3.0 4.0 0.045 2.19

Tcr
1 2.5 1.5 0.070 1.65

that intersystem crossing takes place within the temporal resolution of the experiment), and by
studying the same sample system with another pump-probe technique sensitive to structural
changes, such as transient wide-angle X-ray scattering, as described in section 5.4. On the base
of this transient EXAFS study we could not reliably probe the distance between two copper
atoms and relative movement of two parts of the molecule in the excited state, because the
distances between an absorbing copper and the ligand system of the second copper are too large
to be reliably fitted. However, transient WAXS study was sensitive to these structural changes.

5.3.6 Excited state kinetics

Kinetic traces were registered during three transient XAS experiments:

• for 10 mM ACN solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(PF6)2 at 8985.0 eV

• for 5 mM ACN solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 at 8982.3 eV

• for 5 mM DFB solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 at 8985.8 eV.

All these traces were taken at the energies corresponding to the strongest negative transient.
The kinetic data were modelled with equation 5.19, derived in the next subsection. The model is
a convolution of the function describing time-dependent concentrations of species, contributing
to the transient, with the Gaussian X-ray probe pulse. The fitting parameters include τ1 and
a1 – exponential decay constant and amplitude; a2 – a constant offset; σpr – full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the X-ray probe pulse. Additionally in some cases an offset y0 was added
to the equation in order to take into account non-zero values at negative delay times. The fitting
results for all solutions are summarised in Table 5.10.

Two ACN measurements both demonstrate a single-exponential decay down to a constant
offset. For the 10 mM solution the measurement was done up to the time of 40 ns (Fig. 5.28).
For the 5 mM ACN solution the data were collected only up to 6 ns (Fig. 5.29a). Therefore, we
assumed that the system behaves in the same way as for the 10 mM measurement, and fitted it
with the same model of a monoexponential decay to a constant offset. The fast decay components
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Figure 5.28: Normalised transient signal for 10 mM ACN solution at 8985.0 eV as a function of time delay
between the pump and the probe pulses. Fitting performed with eq. 5.19. The left plot shows
the full decay, the right plot is zoom into the first nanoseconds.
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(a) 5 mM solution in ACN, 8982.3 eV.
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(b) 5 mM solution in DFB, 8985.8 eV

Figure 5.29: Normalised transient signal as a function of time delay between the pump and the probe
pulses. Fitting performed with eq. 5.19.

Table 5.10

τ1 [ns] a1 a2 a1/a2 σpr [ns]
10 mM ACN 1.46 ± 0.03 -0.0164 ± 0.0002 -0.0089 ± 0.0003 1.86 ± 0.08 0.039 ± 0.003
5 mM ACN 1.53 ± 0.04 -0.01487 ± 0.00011 -0.00485 ± 0.00013 3.1 ± 0.1 0.031 ± 0.002
5 mM DFB 15 ± 2 -0.0160 ± 0.0007 - - 0.037 (fixed)
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Figure 5.30: Schematic illustration of two excitation models.
Parallel model: the excitation populates two states 1 and 2. State 1 decays with the rate
constant k1, state 2 does not decay.
Serial model: the excitation populates state 1, which decays to the ground state with the
rate constant k2 and to the intermediate state int with the rate constant k3. State int does not
decay further.

match very well between the two measurements. The constant offset may correspond to a
photochemical reaction in the excited state, which prevents the return of the system to the
ground state (oxidation state of copper stays (+2)). However, there were no signs of radiation
damage in ACN solutions. Thus, it could be a species long-living on the time scale of the
experiments (several tens of ns), but eventually transforming back into the original ground state.

The 5 mM solution of Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2 in DFB caused difficulties during the experiment:
the solvent was evaporated easily by the jet and the collected transient signal was very noisy.
In this and other experiments it was found out that Cu2(NSSN)2 in this solvent is not stable if
illuminated by powerful laser and/or X-ray pulses. The observed decay is shown in Fig. 5.29b.
It demonstrates much longer lifetime than for the ACN solution (Fig. 5.29b). No offset is visible
within the noise level. The decay could be fitted with the lifetime of τ1 = 15± 2 ns. It is possible
that for the DFB solution the main deexcitation happens faster than 70-100 ps time resolution
and only the constant offset is observed. However, fitting the data with τ1 = in f resulted in 20 %
increase in reduced χ2 compared to τ1 = 15 ns. On the other hand, the kinetics measured on a
400 nm pumped DFB solution in a wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) experiment, described
in section 5.4, demonstrated kinetic behaviour very similar to ACN solutions with lifetime of
2.9±0.7 ns. It is possible that for the transient XAS measurements in the DFB solution, due
to smaller laser spot and/or excitation with 343 nm light pulses (compared to 400 nm for the
WAXS experiment), the slow component, possibly corresponding to a photochemical reaction,
dominates over the reversible relaxation.

Modelling of the excited state kinetics

The model for the decay fitting is based on the assumption that the pump instantaneously
excites electrons from a ground state into an excited state, and the electrons in the excited state
subsequently relax back to either ground state or an intermediate state int at a typical time τ
(rate constant k) after excitation. The progression of the decay suggests two well-separated
lifetimes. Two models may be assumed: the two independent decay channels (parallel model)
or subsequent decay of a fast-living state into the long-living state (serial model) as shown in
Fig. 5.30. This modelling assumes that the contribution to the trXAS signal is the same for all
excited or intermediate states. We see only excited states with Cu(+2), because the transient
signal originates from the edge shift to higher energies, and we assume that different excited
states, as long as they have the oxidised copper in them, have the same edge positions.

Parallel model
This models describes the case of two excitation channels into excited states 1 and 2. State 1
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decays to the ground state with the constant k1, and 2 lives infinitely long in the time scale of
the experiment. The populations of the excited states N1, N2 can be described as

dN1

dt
= −k1N1 + c1P(t) (5.8)

dN2

dt
= c2P(t) (5.9)

where P(t) is the pump pulse. For the Gaussian laser pulse with width σpu

P(t) = 1√
2πσpu

e
− t2

2σ2
pu , and coefficients c1 and c2 include the pump intensity and excitation

yield of the states 1 and 2.
Solving these differential equations results in

N1 = 1/2 · c1 · eσ2
pu·k2

1/2 · erfc(
σpu · k1√

2
− t√

2σpu
) · e−k1t, (5.10)

N2 = 1/2 · c1 · erfc(− t√
2σpu

), (5.11)

where erfc is complementary error function. σpu · k1 ∼ 10−4, therefore eσ2
pu·k2

1/2 ≈ 1.
The next step would be to convolve the excited state population with the probe X-ray pulse.

Since the probe pulse (70-100 ps) is much longer than the pump pulse (180 fs) we can neglect the
width of the latter and approximate the excited state population with Heaviside step function
θ(t):

N1 = c1θ(t)e−k1t (5.12)

N2 = c2θ(t) (5.13)

The contribution of both excited states to the signal is then:

N1 + N2 = c2θ(t)(1 +
c1

c2
· e−k1t). (5.14)

Serial model
This models describes the case when the excitation happens into excited state 1 which decays

to the ground state with rate constant k2 and to the intermediate state int with the constant k3.
The intermediate state does not decay further. The rate of depopulation of 1 is k1 = k2 + k3.

The populations of the excited state N1 and the intermediate state Nint can be described as

dN1

dt
= −(k2 + k3)N1 + c1P(t) = −k1N1 + c1P(t) (5.15)

dNint

dt
= k2N1 (5.16)

If we solve eq. 5.16 with N1 taken from eq. 5.12, we obtain

Nint = c1
k2

k1
θ(t)(1− e−k1t), (5.17)
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N1 + Nint = c1θ(t)
k2

k1
(1 +

k1 − k2

k2
e−k1t). (5.18)

Comparison of the equations 5.14 and 5.18 shows that the models have essentially the same
time dependence and cannot be distinguished based on the fit only without prior physical
knowledge. In both cases the faster decay is the rate of disappearance of the excited state 1.
Interpretation of amplitudes would be different for the two models. Since there is no indication
which model to choose and they have the same mathematical structure, only the parallel model
was used further.

The convolution of the excited states populations (parallel model) with the probe signal

Pr = b1 · 1√
2πσpr

e
− t2

2σ2
pr results in the equation

dXAFS = 1/2 · c1 · b1 · erfc(
σpr · k1√

2
− t√

2σpr
) · e−k1t + 1/2 · c2 · b1 · erfc(− t√

2σpr
) (5.19)

Eq. 5.19 was used to fit the lifetime data. The relative amplitude of the two contributions
was different in two experiments with ACN (c1/c2 = 3.1± 0.1 and 1.86± 0.08), which points to
the parallel model rather than serial, because different laser intensity can have influence on the
created photoexcited products and less effect on their decay.

5.3.7 Summary

The transient X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) experiments were performed in order to
obtain quantitative information about structural changes in the coordination polyhedra of copper
atoms in Cu2(NSSN)2 upon photoexcitation. The data were acquired at the pump-probe XAS
setup at beamline P11 of Petra III. While this work was in progress an upgrade was performed
resulting in an experimental setup where data of transient EXAFS quality could be collected
[Goe+16]. The data analysis approach was based on comparison of the experimental transient
with transients calculated for different ES models directly in energy space. The ground state
EXAFS spectrum was modelled with the crystallographic structure. The same structure was used
to construct excited state structures by modifying it in a way the DFT calculations predict for
the lowest triplet state T1. Fitting of the data directly in energy space has several benefits. Small
systematic errors in the ground state structure and in the excited state structure, derived from
it, may cancel each other to some extent, while the difference between two structures matters.
Besides that, the fraction of the excited state in the spectrum is one of the fitting parameters, as
well as the chemical shift of the absorbing element. What is more, the analysis could be based
on fitting the ground state EXAFS data obtained in a static experiment, where the data quality
permitted us to perform the fit up to k = 16. The analysis shows that DFT makes a realistic
prediction of changes in coordination bond lengths for the triplet state. The best fit structures
are those at 0.6 – 1.0 of the transformation path Scr

0 → Tcr
1 , corresponding to the following bond

lengths changes: Cu-N = -0.035(9) and +0.020(5) Å, Cu-S = +0.026(7) and -0.10(2) Å. The best
fit is achieved with reasonable excited state fraction and chemical shift: f = 9.5+5.5

−3.5 % (close to
the value of f = 7.4 % estimated from the absorption edge shift analysis) and dE = 1.5+1.5

−0.5 eV
(expected for Cu+1 → Cu+2). In addition to the triplet structure, the experimental transient was
fitted with predicted excited singlet structures. All singlet structures, except of one, cannot
adequately model the experimental data. This fact demonstrates that transient EXAFS has
structural sensitivity, however, on the space of possible geometries there are different solutions
that result in good fits with reasonable non-structural parameters. Such structures can be
discriminated based on prior physical knowledge and by addressing the structural changes in
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a different experiment. Transient EXAFS demonstrated high sensitivity to the changes in the
local structure, however, for the triplet state of Cu2(NSSN)2 the DFT calculations predict not
only changes in the coordination of copper, but also relative movement of two halves of the
molecule, which EXAFS could not probe. This structural degree of freedom could be addressed
in the transient wide-angle X-ray scattering experiment, as reported in section 5.4.

Since photoexcitation causes strong changes in the sulfur electronic density and coordination,
an interesting experiment for this molecular system would be a pump-probe transient XAS
experiment on sulfur K-edge. Such measurements on sulfur, performed on small organic
molecules, were reported recently for the first time [Och+17; Kui+17]. Such an experiment
should provide a direct way to monitor changes in S-S bond in this system.
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5.4 Transient wide-angle X-ray scattering and transient X-ray emis-
sion spectroscopy

The transient wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) together with transient X-ray emission spec-
troscopy (XES) measurements were performed in February 2016 at beamline ID09b of the ESRF
synchrotron, Grenoble, France, together with Dr Dmitry Khakhulin. The description of the
pump-probe setup at beamline ID09b can be found in [Wul+02].

Conducting an experiment where different measurement techniques are performed on the
same sample system makes the data analysis more reliable by providing higher information
content with the same number of degrees of freedom (unknown parameters). In our experiment
transient WAXS was performed in order to probe the structural changes in the system upon
photoexcitation, while the aim of acquiring transient X-ray emission spectra was to verify the
oxidation state change of copper and give a direct information about the excited state fraction.

5.4.1 Experiment description

The scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.31. The sample was prepared as a
4 mM solution of [Cu2(NSSN)2](OTf)2 in DFB. The sample solution was delivered via a 300 µm,
flat sheet jet from a sapphire nozzle providing a flow speed of approximately 3 m/s to ensure
the complete sample exchange between consecutive pump-probe evens at 1 kHz repetition rate
of the experiment. The solution was regularly refilled with the new solvent to compensate for
the evaporation. The excitation was performed using 400 nm frequency doubled output of
Ti:sapphire amplified system (Legend Elite, Coherent Inc.) with 1 kHz frequency and ∼ 1 ps
pulse length (FWHM). To avoid non-linear absorption and saturation effects the laser pulse
energy was set to a low value of 20 µJ. Single X-ray pulses (100 ps FWHM, 18 keV, 3% bandwidth
pink beam) generated from the U17 undulator were selected using a mechanical chopper system
to reduce the repetition rate to 1 kHz. The size of the laser spot on the sample was measured
using a pinhole and determined to be 120 µm× 150 µm (h×v). The size of X-ray beam was 90 µm
× 60 µm (h×v). The scattered X-rays were collected by a Rayonix MX170-HS CCD detector with
3840×3840 pixels in 2×2-pixel binning. The detector was placed 38 mm behind the liquid jet. A
cylindrical tungsten beamstop of 1.5 mm diameter was used to block the direct beam in front of
the detector. The 2D scattering images were collected for 18 different time delays between the
laser and X-ray pulses in the range from -300 ps to 1 µs. After every 3 images a reference image
was taken at a nominal delay of -3 ns corresponding to the non-excited sample. All images were
azimuthally integrated into 1D intensity curve S(q, t). The signal intensity was corrected for
the scattering angle dependences of the detector efficiency, of the sample absorption of X-rays,
space angle coverage of the flat detector and the linear polarisation. The scattering contribution
of DFB solvent to the total difference scattering signal was additionally measured in a separate
time-resolved WAXS measurement with the same setup using the solution of an azobenzene dye
(4-[(4-Bromophenyl)diazenyl]-N,N-diethylaniline, CAS 22700-62-5) as proposed in [Kjæ+13].

Cu Kα emission was registered with a 1 m diameter Rowland-circle spectrometer arranged
in the horizontal plane with a Si(111) analyser crystal ((444) reflection) and a SDD with a multi-
channel analyser to additionally suppress the elastic background. A He-filled tank was installed
in the path of emitted X-rays to avoid absorption and scattering by air. The measurements were
performed by scanning the analyser Bragg angle near 79° in order to span energy range of Cu
Kα1 peak (∼8048 eV). In total 35 scans were performed; certain spectral points were sampled 51
time.
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Figure 5.31: A scheme of pump-probe XES + WAXS setup at beamline ID09b in ESRF.

5.4.2 Transient X-ray emission spectroscopy

Upon MLCT transition in Cu2(NSSN)2 the change of the oxidation state of copper should cause
changes in the X-ray emission spectrum. As shown in Fig. 5.32, upon photoexcitation the Kα1
peak widens and shifts slightly to lower energies. [Gla01] and [BG09] observe energy shift of
Kα to lower energies upon increase in oxidation state in Mn compounds. For Mn+2 →Mn+3

the energy shift was shown to be on the order of 0.2 eV and for Mn+2 → Mn+4 – 0.5 eV. The
width of Kα peaks was found to increase with the spin for compounds of Fe [Van+06] and Mn
[Gla01]. The observed behaviour for copper is in line with these observations: Cu+1 → Cu+2

(s=0→ s=1/2) results in a shift to lower energies and widening of the emission line.
If emission spectra of Cu+1 and Cu+2 are known, the excited state fraction can be obtained by

scaling the experimental transient with the difference between them. Copper oxides CuO and
Cu2O were used as reference samples (see Fig. 5.33). However, using solid reference samples
has a drawback: it is difficult to position the reference exactly at the position of the jet with the
sample solution. Slightly different positions of the investigated samples cause small shifts in the
line positions in the spectrum, and the energy shift between two references cannot be determined
precisely. Another problem may be the degradation of solid references in the beam. A more
reliable way to measure reference spectra would be to use liquid solutions which would be
cycled in the same jet as the sample. Another important prerequisite in order to get an adequate
reference spectrum is to use a substance chemically most similar to the sample under study. The
widths of Kα1 for reference compounds are FWHM(CuO) = 3.19 eV and FWHM(Cu2O) = 2.92 eV.
As expected, the emission line of CuO is wider. However, the emission line of the investigated
complex is slightly more narrow and has a different shape than for Cu2O: FWHM(Cu2(NSSN)2)
= 2.78 eV (see Fig. 5.33). Due to the differences in the shape of emission lines of Cu2O and
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Figure 5.32: Kα1 spectra of the ground and photoexcited states and the difference between them. Ampli-
tudes of both are normalised to 1. For details of calculation of the errorbars see text.

Cu2(NSSN)2, the ground state spectrum of Cu2(NSSN)2 was used as the reference for Cu+1. This
way one unknown parameter is removed from the analysis: the energy scales of the transient
and the ground state spectra are the same. The spectrum of CuO was used as the reference for
the excited state.

When the theoretical transient is calculated, there are some unknowns which have to be
taken into account: energy shift between the reference spectra dE and relative amplitude amp of
Cu+2 emission line compared to Cu+1. Since the exact position of the Cu+2 emission line relative
to Cu+1 in this experiment was unknown, the CuO spectrum was shifted relative to the ground
state spectrum between 0 and 3.5 eV. Zero energy shift was defined as the position at which
centres of Cu+1 and Cu+2 emission lines coincide. The centre was defined as the point in the
middle between two sides of a peak at the height of 0.6. Amplitudes of Cu+1 and Cu+2 emission
lines are not necessarily the same. The area under the emission line should not change for
different oxidation states, therefore we expect that the amplitude of a wider Cu+2 peak is lower
than for Cu+1. At the same time a laser pulse causes local heating of the sample which should
result in the reduction of the solution density, causing additional decrease of the line amplitude.
For the data reduction all acquired spectra were merged and maxima of both Cu+1 and Cu+2

lines were normalised to 1.0. For the fit the amplitude of Cu+2 was varied between 0.9 and 1.0.
For all combinations of these parameters (energy shift dE, relative amplitude amp) the theoretical
transient was calculated, multiplied by the excited state fraction f (varied between 1 % and 30 %)
and compared to the experimental transient. The goodness of match was evaluated with χ2

red
parameter, which was calculated as

χ2
red =

1
N − 1

· Σ
( f · Trcalc(dE, amp, f )− Trexp

stderr
)2, (5.20)

where N is the number or points in the spectrum. The standard error stderr for each point
of the transient spectrum i was calculated as the standard error of the difference of ground

and pumped states spectra stderr =
√

stderr2
GS + stderr2

PS. The standard error for these spectra

was calculated as stderri = stddevi/
√

n, where n is the number of measurements, n = 35
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Figure 5.33: Spectra of copper oxides (references) and the sample Cu2(NSSN)2.
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Figure 5.34: Two local minima on the space of unknown parameters of transient XES. For the details see
text.
Right: χ2

red = 0.77 at f = 0.02, amp(Cu+2) = 1.00, dE = 1.3 eV. Experimental and calculated
transients are scaled to 20 %.
Left: χ2

red = 0.83 at f = 0.12, amp(Cu+2) = 0.96, dE = 0.1-0.2 eV. Experimental transient is
scaled to 100 %.
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Figure 5.35: χ2
red as a function of energy shift between the ground state spectrum and the reference CuO.

For each excited state fraction f the best relative amplitude amp is plotted (i in the legend).

or 51; the standard deviation of measured signal at each point was calculated as stddevi =√
1

n−1

n
∑

j=1
(Iij − Ii)2.

In this parameter space there are two local minima of χ2
red (see Fig. 5.34 and 5.35). The

following parameters lie within 5 % increase in local minima values of χ2
red: dE = 0.1 – 0.2 eV and

f = 9 – 15 %; and dE = 0.9 – 1.7 eV and f = 1.5 – 3 %. For both minima χ2
red<1, which could mean

that the error bars are overestimated. In the reported Kα spectra for Mn and Fe the energy shift
upon change of oxidation state is almost absent [Gla01; Van+06], which makes the first local
minimum more reasonable. However, one should note that there are differences in the shape
between the experimental and calculated transients, because shapes of Kα1 of CuO and excited
state of the sample are not the same. Therefore, the shape of χ2

red map is distorted from the real
picture. As an alternative approach to estimation of the ES fraction, f was calculated as the ratio
of amplitudes of the experimental and calculated transients: f = max(Trexp)/max(Trcalc). In this
approach the shape of the calculated transient is not taken into account and only its amplitude
matters. By shifting the CuO spectrum relatively to the ground state spectrum by 0.0 to 1.0 eV
we obtained the value of f between 4 and 15 %. Smaller energy shifts correspond to bigger
excited state fractions. Since more precise estimation of f was not possible, it was fitted as an
independent parameter when analysing transient WAXS data.

5.4.3 Transient wide-angle X-ray scattering

In order to follow photoinduced structural changes in the investigated complex, a pump-probe
wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) experiment was performed. Unlike transient EXAFS,
transient WAXS is not a local probe and is sensitive to photoinduced changes in distances
between all atoms in solution. In this method difference in the X-ray scattering between laser-
excited and steady sample is measured. The experiment was carried out on Cu2(NSSN)2(OTf)2
solution in DFB with 400 nm photoexcitation. The difference scattering signal as a function
of momentum transfer q at 100 ps delay is shown in Fig. 5.36. The momentum transfer
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Figure 5.36: Difference scattering signal ∆S(q) and best fits for two structures with different torsion
angles Cu-S-S-Cu. Left: torsion angle 100°, in the vicinity of the global minimum of χ2

red.
Right: torsion angle 86°. The main sensitivity of the fit is in the q = 2.5 – 4.5 Å−1.
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Figure 5.38: Slices of 3D χ2
red surface shown in Fig. 5.37. a) χ2

red as a function of coordination bonds
lengths for certain values of Cu-S-S-Cu torsion angle; b) χ2

red as a function of the torsion
angle for all investigated coordination bonds lengths.

q = 4π
λ sin( 2θ

2 ), where λ is the X-ray wavelength and 2θ is the scattering angle. The data analysis
was based on fitting the experimental transient spectrum with spectra calculated for different
structural models. The fitting was performed with equation 5.21.

∆S(q, t) f it = R · f (t) · ∆S(q)calc
solute +

((∂S(q)
∂T

)
ρ
· ∆T(t) +

(∂S(q)
∂ρ

)
T
· ∆ρ(t)

)
solvent

(5.21)

In this equation the first term in the sum represents the contribution from the structural
changes in the solute, whereas the second accounts for changes in temperature and density of
the solvent due to the deposited energy from relaxing solute molecules. The signal originating
due to changes in solute-solvent interatomic distances ("cage term") was not taken into account
in the present analysis as it is only expected to considerably contribute at lower values of q below
1 Å−1. The solute term ∆S(q)calc

solute is the calculated difference signal between the excited and
ground states of the molecule. R is the molar ratio of solute to solvent molecules and f (t) is the

excited state fraction. The differential terms
(

∂S(q)
∂T

)
ρ

and
(

∂S(q)
∂ρ

)
T

are the scattering responses

of the solvent bulk to the ultrafast heating due to temperature increase and concomitant density
decrease due to the thermal expansion [Cam+06]. The solvent-related differentials were obtained
in a separate scattering measurement using the solution of an azobenzene dye as explained in
section 4.3. The solute scattering signals for the ground and various excited structures were
calculated according to eq. 4.7 and then convolved with the "pink" spectrum of the X-ray beam
by computing a weighted sum of the scattering signals for 200 components equally spaced in
energy over the entire spectrum.

Since transient WAXS is sensitive to the whole 3D structure of the molecule, in order to
model excited state structures additional structural factors had to be taken into account. We
could not apply only changes to copper-ligand distances, like for the transient EXAFS modelling,
but also relative positions of two parts of molecule had to be considered. Following the DFT
predictions for the triplet state, ∆R·Scr

0 → Tcr
1 structures (used for the transient EXAFS fit, ∆R
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Figure 5.39: Difference solute signal as a function of q for fixed bond lengths and different torsion angles
Cu-S-S-Cu (a) and fixed torsion angles Cu-S-S-Cu and different bond lengths (b,c,d).
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= 0.5 – 1.2) were taken and one of the S-S bonds was used as a rotation axis for two halves of
the molecule. For all combinations of Cu-ligand bond lengths and geometrically reasonable
torsion angles Cu-S-S-Cu (from 52° as in the ground state to 144°, when ligands from two copper
sites would hinder further movement of each other) the theoretical solute difference signal was
calculated. The goodness of the fit was evaluated by calculating the χ2

red estimator following the
equation:

χ2
red =

1
N − p− 1 ∑

q

(∆S(q, t) f it − ∆S(q, t)exp)2

σ2 , (5.22)

where N is the total number of q points, p is the number of fitting parameters, σ2 is the standard
deviation for each data point, ∆S(q, t)exp is the experimental difference scattering and ∆S(q, t) f it

is the theoretically predicted signal according to eq. 5.21 for a given set of the non-structural
fitting parameters ( f (t), ∆T(t), ∆ρ(t)) and a given excited state structure defined by the two
considered structural degrees of freedom. The sum in eq. 5.22 is calculated over all q points.
To increase the statistical significance of the fits, all delays below 20 ns were fitted and the
χ2

red values for them were averaged. A surface plot of χ2
red values on the space of structural

parameters is shown in Fig. 5.37 while Fig. 5.38 represents different slices of χ2
red surface.

Fig. 5.39 demonstrates the effect of changing the Cu-ligand bond lengths along the trans-
formation path Scr

0 → Tcr
1 and the Cu-S-S-Cu torsion angle on the shape of calculated solute

difference scattering signal ∆S(q)calc
solute. The structural changes in the first coordination shell

along the transformation Scr
0 → Tcr

1 do not have much influence on ∆S(q)calc
solute and their effect

mostly manifests itself in the amplitude rather then in the phase of oscillations. Consequently
the χ2

red value is hardly sensitive to this parameter (see Fig. 5.37): small changes in the signal am-
plitude are compensated by adjusting value of the ES fraction f (t) in the fitting procedure. On
the other hand, the shape of ∆S(q)calc

solute signal strongly depends on the torsion angle, changing
χ2

red from 1.12 to 1.45 for different angle values. The minimum of χ2
red was found at Cu-S-S-Cu

torsion angle of 104°; angles between 98° and 109° result in fits within 3σ confidence interval. It
corresponds to torsion angle Cph-S-S-Cph of 59°+6

−5, compared to 67° predicted by DFT for the
triplet). The best-fit triplet structure is shown in Fig. 5.44b.

In order to illustrate why only one of the structural degrees of freedom has a strong effect
on the fit, the distance changes between different pairs of atoms for both types of structural
variations are plotted in figures 5.40 and 5.41. Fig. 5.40 shows the absolute changes, whereas Fig.
5.41 illustrates the relative changes. The changes are calculated relative to the starting structure
(0.5 Scr

0 → Tcr
1 and 52°). These plots show that variations in Cu-ligand bonds lengths result in

maximum changes of interatomic distances of 0.08 Å, whereas the torsion angle variations cause
changes in distances between some atoms of more than 1-2 Å. In particular, the Cu-Cu distance
between two limit positions of torsion angle (52° to 144°) changes from 3.94 Å to 5.41 Å (37 %),
and for the cleaved S-S bond the distance between the sulfurs increases more than three times:
from 2.19 Å to 6.86 Å. Therefore, the shape of ∆S(q)calc

solute exhibits much stronger dependence on
the torsion angle variation within our range.

In order to follow the time evolution of the system, the transient signal at different delays
between pump and probe pulses was registered. The best-fit structure (with the lowest χ2

red) was
used to fit the spectra at different delay times (Fig. 5.43).The fitting results demonstrates that the
shape of the transient signal does not change with time, and excited state fraction extracted from
these fits is plotted in Fig. 5.42. The maximum ES fraction at early delays reached approximately
0.09, which falls into the range estimated from the transient XES analysis (4 – 15 %). The fitting
was performed with eq. 5.19 (exponential decay to an offset convolved with Gaussian profile of
the X-ray pulse). The extracted lifetime was found to be 2.9±0.7 ns, which is longer than the
lifetime extracted from transient XAS data in acetonitrile (1.53±0.04 ns).

Comparing two fits in Fig. 5.36, it is important to note that structural sensitivity of the fit
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Table 5.11: Torsion angle Cph-S-S-Cph of crystallised NSSN ligand and Cu2(NSSN)2 complex in compari-
son to values obtained from DFT (B3LYP cc-pVDZ).

structure DFT crystallographic
NSSN (ligand) 87° 85°
Cu2(NSSN)2 ground state 95° 103°,108°
Cu2(NSSN)2 triplet T1 67° 59°+6
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Figure 5.42: Excited state fraction f as a function of time delay between the pump and the probe pulses.
f is extracted from fitting the solute contribution to the transient signal as shown in Fig. 5.43.
Red line shows the fit with eq. 5.19, lifetime τ = 2.9± 0.7 ns.

for this data set comes mainly from the q-range of 2.5 – 4.5 Å−1. At lower q the solvent signal
dominates the spectrum, and starting from the q = 4.5 Å−1 no oscillations can be distinguished
within the noise. In order to increase the structural sensitivity of the method, a stronger
contribution of the solute signal compared to the solvent would be beneficial. It can be achieved
by choosing a different solvent, such as ACN, and by increase of the excited state fraction.
Furthermore, the part of the spectrum in the q range of 0 – 1 Å−1 can be included into the fit if
the cage term is modelled.

Since the theory predicts a significant change of torsion angle Cph-S-S-Cph between excited
and ground states, it is interesting to address the value of this angle for free ligand NSSN and
ground and excited states of Cu2(NSSN)2 and compare theoretical and experimental values (see
Table 5.11). The DFT-calculated torsion angle Cph-S-S-Cph in the copper complex is larger than
in the pure ligand: 95° vs 87°. For crystallographic structures the angle change is even bigger:
105° (averaged) vs 85°. For the photoexcited triplet state T1 DFT predicts decrease of the angle
by 28° compared to the ground state – down to 67°. The best fit from trWAXS is achieved for
the close-lying value of 59°+6

−5, which is achieved by rotation by 52° from the crystallographic
ground state structure.

5.4.4 Summary

This chapter reports the results of combined pump-probe X-ray emission spectroscopy and
wide-angle X-ray scattering experiment. Photoexcitation of MLCT transition causes widening
and slight shift (∼ tenth of eV) of the Cu Kα1 emission line to lower energies, which is in
agreement with the observations reported for iron and manganese complexes. Copper oxides
are not the most suitable references for X-ray emission spectra for the ground and excited states
of Cu2(NSSN)2: linewidth for Cu2O is bigger than for Cu2(NSSN)2. Despite that, the excited
state fraction could be estimated as being 4 – 15 % by comparing the amplitudes of the calculated
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Figure 5.43: ∆S(q) as a function of time delay between laser and X-ray pulses. Red lines show fits with
eq. 5.21.
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and the experimental transients. This range is in agreement with the value extracted from the
trWAXS fit (9 %). The analysis of the transient WAXS data demonstrates that in a compound
like Cu2(NSSN)2, with many atomic pairs of different origin building up the scattering signal,
the fit is not so sensitive to small changes of bond lengths which happen in the coordination
sphere of copper, however, it is sensitive to conformational changes in the molecule, when many
atoms significantly change their relative positions. The experimental data are in agreement
with DFT-predicted structure, when one of the S-S bonds breaks, causing increase in the torsion
angle Cu-S-S-Cu, which was found to be 104°+11

−9 . In contrast with trWAXS, changes in the first
coordination shell of copper could be resolved in the transient EXAFS analysis as reported in
section 5.3. The discussion of the structural dynamics based on the comparative analysis of both
methods is presented in the next section.
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5.5 Discussion of the photocycle of Cu2(NSSN)2

This section summarises the steps of the photoinduced structural evolution of solvated
Cu2(NSSN)2 based on the performed experiments and theoretical calculations.

The sample was excited with 343 nm photons for the transient EXAFS experiment and
with 400 nm photons for the transient optical absorption and transient WAXS measurements.
Both wavelengths drive the MLCT transition from an orbital with strong Cu 3d character to a
sigma-antibonding orbital localised at disulfide bridges. Photons of both wavelengths excite
the molecule to one of the higher excited states Sn: the MLCT absorption band has a maximum
at 410 – 420 nm, whereas excitations to lower singlet states should happen in the red tale
of the absorption band, which extends down to 600 nm. As probed by transient absorption
spectroscopy in UV-vis, after photoexcitation with 400 nm photons > 60 % of molecules undergo
radiationless deexcitation to the ground state with ∼ 650 fs lifetime. This ultrafast decay may
also include competing IC Sn → S1. The remaining < 40 % of the excited species undergo further
evolution with lifetime of 11 ps which we assign to be ISC to the triplet state. This assignment is
based on the literature analysis (ISC on 2-30 ps timescale for monocopper complexes) and on
further confirmation of the calculated triplet structure in transient EXAFS and transient WAXS
experiments.

DFT calculations predict that, due to excitation of an electron to an antibonding orbital of
disulfide bridges, one or both S-S bonds are significantly elongated in the excited singlets. In the
lowest triplet state T1 (3MLCT), one of S-S bonds is cleaved and two parts of the molecule rotate
around the remaining S-S bond away from each other: the torsion angle Cu-S-S-Cu increases
from 70° to 98° while the torsion angle in the ligand Cph-S-S-Cph decreases from 95° to 67°.
At the same time elongation and contraction of the coordination bonds Cu-N and Cu-S takes
place: Cu-N by -0.044 and +0.026 Å; Cu-S by +0.035 and -0.125 Å. The coordination polyhedron
flattens slightly: the angle between the chelate ligand planes changes from 89° to 77°. The
DFT-calculated ground state structure shows good agreement with crystallographic data in
intraligand distances, as shown in table 5.1, however, the Cu-ligand bond lengths are appr.
10 % longer than the those obtained in a XRD experiment. It shows that molecular complexes
like the one investigated in this thesis still present challenges to theory. Despite the fact that
DFT-calculated structures could not be directly used for the fit, the structure Tcr

1 , constructed
out of the crystallographic structure based on differences between calculated T1 and S0, was
successfully used as a structural model for both pump-probe X-ray techniques.

In the synchrotron-based pump-probe X-ray experiments providing 70 – 100 ps resolution
only the triplet structure should be observed. In this work, the combination of transient EXAFS
and transient WAXS provides access to different structural degrees of freedom of the excited
state. EXAFS is a photoelectron technique, with the limitation of structural sensitivity up to
a distance of 3 – 4 Å for low-symmetry molecular structures like Cu2(NSSN)2. Contributions
from the first and second coordination shells dominate the transient EXAFS signal. The Cu-Cu
distance is 3.9 Å in the ground state and increases in the excited state. This is why, based on the
transient EXAFS experiment only, we cannot conclude how the Cu-Cu distance changes in the
excited state. WAXS, on the other hand, is based on elastic scattering of X-rays, and is sensitive
to the changes in the whole structure and relative orientation of parts of the molecule within the
volume of coherent illumination. The transient WAXS fit was not sensitive to the refinement of
the coordination bond lengths. However, it showed strong sensitivity to the value of torsion
angle Cu-S-S-Cu, since a change of this parameter causes strong changes in the distances between
many atoms of the molecule. TrEXAFS yields the following Cu-ligand distance changes: Cu-N =
-0.035±0.009 and +0.020±0.005 Å, Cu-S = +0.026±0.007 and -0.095±0.024 Å as shown on scheme
5.44a. From transient WAXS the torsion angle Cu-S-S-Cu was found to be 104°+6

−5 as shown on
scheme 5.44b. The given errors correspond to 3σ confidence level from χ2

red estimator. For both
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(a) Changes in copper-ligand bond lengths [Å] upon
Scr

0 → Tcr
1 transition extracted from the transient

EXAFS fit. (b) Best-fit structure from transient WAXS, with the
resulting torsion angle Cu-S-S-Cu of 104°. In the
crystallographic ground state this torsion angle
is 52°. For comparison see Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.44: Best-fit structures from transient EXAFS and transient WAXS analysis.

techniques, modelling results in quite good fits with reasonable non-structural parameters, such
as the excited state fraction and the chemical shift in transient EXAFS as well as the excited state
fraction in transient WAXS.

It is important to note that our model uses a rather simplified structural parametrisation.
Indeed, the ligands are moved as fixed units, and it is hard to parametrise relative orientation of
different parts of the molecule, which is especially important for modelling WAXS data, which
are sensitive to the 3D structure of the molecule. An additional uncertainty may originate due
to the TMG unit of the molecule which has several sigma bonds C-C and C-N, around which
rotation is possible to a certain degree. This simplification could be the reason for deviations
between the calculated and the experimental data.

It should be noted that the performed experiments do not provide the direct proof that one
of the S-S bonds is cleaved in the triplet state. An interesting experiment which would be able to
probe this bond directly, is pump-probe transient XAS on the sulfur K-edge. Still, the analysis of
the transient WAXS data shows that two parts of the molecule are rotated with respect to each
other which is only possible if one of S-S bonds is cleaved.

The lifetime of the triplet state was measured in both X-ray experiments. For a solution
at room temperature, the T1 → S0 transition follows the non-radiative pathway (no or very
weak optical emission was observed in DCM and ACN). The solution of Cu2(NSSN)2 in ACN,
as measured by transient EXAFS, demonstrates the lifetime of 1.53±0.04 ns, while transient
WAXS measurements on DFB solution yield the lifetime of 2.9±0.7 ns. Comparison of both
decays with the fits is given in Fig. 5.45. Since the resulting lifetimes are very similar, it seems
that the influence of the solvent on the deexcitation of the triplet state is weak. This is quite
remarkable, since donating solvents, like ACN, can significantly accelerate deexcitation of triplet
states in copper complexes [Pen+13; Dic+17]. However, DFB is not a common solvent, and
there is no data on lifetimes of copper complexes in it. For a more direct comparison of the
lifetimes of Cu2(NSSN)2 in ACN and DFB a TA experiment in ns regime would be conclusive.
In the literature about Cu-bisphenantroline complexes the question of solvent coordination in
the excited state is widely discussed. The driving force for exciplex formation is flattening of
coordination polyhedron and preference of Cu(II) for the 5- and 6-coordinated state. Transient
EXAFS and TA measurements were performed in a coordinating solvent acetonitrile, which
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Figure 5.45: Time evolution of the excited state observed in transient XAS and transient WAXS exper-
iments. Transient signals are normalised and plotted as a function of time delay between
the pump and the probe pulses and fitted with equation 5.19 (+ constant offset to take into
account non-zero values at the negative delays). Red: transient XAS in ACN at 8982.3 eV,
τ = 1.53± 0.04 ns. Green: excited state fraction extracted from transient WAXS signal in
DFB, τ = 2.9± 0.7 ns.

potentially could form an exciplex with excited Cu2(NSSN)2. However, DFT predicts only
small flattening of the copper coordination polyhedron – from 89° to 77° (angle between ligand
chelate planes). It does not seem feasible that a solvent molecule could coordinate copper in
this geometry. However, we have not addressed this question in more detail. Similar lifetimes
of the triplet state for coordinating ACN and non-coordinating DFB also do not support the
assumption of solvent coordination.

The next section summarises the results and concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 6

Summary, conclusions and outlook

6.1 Summary and conclusions

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is an element-specific technique which can visualise the
local structure of an absorbing atom in all media. At the same time, X-ray emission spectroscopy
(XES) is an efficient probe of an atomic spin. Recent development in synchrotrons, lasers and
electronics allowed to extend these techniques into the pump-probe regime, making it possible
to directly observe structures of short-living photoexcited states. In addition to spectroscopies,
pump-probe wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) can also be applied to solutions and is sen-
sitive to structural changes of the solute, solvation shell rearrangements and the bulk solvent
temperature and density. In this thesis pump-probe XAS, XES and WAXS were combined with
transient absorption and luminescence in UV-vis and supported by DFT calculations in order to
study photoinduced structural dynamics in a biochemically-relevant Cu2(NSSN)2 complex.

First, suitable solvents had to be identified for the experiments. The solvent had to be
polar, aprotic and non-coordinating. Furthermore, low toxicity and high boiling temperature
were required to make experiments using open jet under laser illumination. Because the
absorption cross-section of X-rays strongly increases with the periodic number of an atom,
solvents containing light atoms were preferable. 1,2-difluorobenzene (DFB) matches all these
criteria. Cu2(NSSN)2 was also found to be stable in acetonitrile (ACN) in concentrated solutions,
despite it being a donating solvent. These two solvents were used for the X-ray experiments.
Dichloromethane (DCM) is more toxic and volatile, therefore, it was only used in optical
spectroscopies for measurements in a cuvette. Cu2(NSSN)2 demonstrates different photostability
in these solvents. There was no laser or X-ray damage registered in ACN solution at any
measurements. However, for DFB solutions strong (µJ) laser pulses and X-ray radiation both
caused damage, which manifested itself in UV-vis absorption spectra as reduction of metal-
to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) absorption band and increase of the absorption in the UV.
Judging by this behaviour, the photoproduct does not absorb in the MLCT range, therefore, it
should not contribute to the transient signals, which were analysed directly for all experiments.
Interestingly, the sample demonstrates better photostability in DCM, which, like DFB, is a non-
coordinating polar halogen-containing solvent. One possible reason for this could be impurities
in the commercial DFB: the solvent in only is only available commercially with 98 % purity.

In order to predict molecular geometries and electronic structures of the ground state as well
as photoexcited states, DFT calculations were conducted. Charge-transfer states with singlet and
triplet multiplicities (1MLCT and 3MLCT) were calculated. The (TD-)DFT calculations predict
that, due to the excitation of an electron to an antibonding orbital on disulfide bridges, one or
both S-S bonds are significantly elongated in the excited singlet states. In the lowest triplet state
T1 (3MLCT) one of the S-S bonds is cleaved, the copper-sulfur cycle opens up and two parts
of the molecule rotate relative to each other around the remaining S-S bond. At the same time
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elongation and contraction of the coordination bonds Cu-N and Cu-S takes place and the angle
between the chelate ligand planes changes from 89° to 77°.

In order to get access to the evolution of the system at the fs-ps timescale, transient absorption
in UV-vis was performed on the solutions of Cu2(NSSN)2 in ACN, DCM and DFB. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first femtosecond time-resolved study on dinuclear copper complexes.
With this method we identified that, upon photoexcitation to one of higher singlet states using
400 nm photons, Cu2(NSSN)2 undergoes internal conversion (IC) to the ground state with the
lifetime of ∼650 fs (≥60 % of excited molecules) and intersystem crossing (ISC) to the triplet
state 3MLCT with ∼11 ps (≤40 % of molecules). These two lifetimes do not show significant
solvent dependence. No emission was observed in steady-state luminescence experiments in
visible range. However, it is still possible that weak fs fluorescence competes with IC to the
ground state.

In order to extract changes in bond lengths of copper coordination polyhedra in the excited
state, transient XAS experiment was performed on ACN and DFB solutions. The DFB dataset
showed high noise level and no structural information could be extracted. On the contrary, in
ACN data of transient EXAFS quality could be obtained. In synchrotron-based pump-probe
X-ray experiments providing 70-100 ps resolution, only the triplet structure should be observed.
Modelling of the ground state EXAFS spectrum was performed with the crystallographic
structure. An initial guess for the excited state triplet structure was constructed out of the
crystallographic data based on DFT-predicted changes in Cu-N and Cu-S bond lengths in the
triplet state. Some of the coordination bond length changes in this complex are on the order of
conventional EXAFS fit errorbar (0.02 Å). Despite these small changes, fitting the data directly in
the energy space along ground-triplet state structural distortion path resulted in determining
distance changes with sub-pm precision: Cu-N = -0.035(9) and +0.020(5) Å, Cu-S = +0.026(7) and
-0.10(2) Å. This high precision was possible due to only one structural degree of freedom refined
in the fit – transformation path Scr

0 → Tcr
1 . This analysis approach also allowed us to extract

non-structural parameters, such as excited state fraction and chemical shift. The chemical shift
was found to be dE = 1.5+1.5

−0.5 eV, in agreement with the chemical shift expected for Cu+1→Cu+2

transition and the excited state fraction was determined to be f = 9.5+5.5
−3.5 %, which is close to the

estimation from the transient data in the XANES region (≥7.4 %).
Pump-probe WAXS is sensitive to photoinduced changes in interatomic distances in the

whole solution. Thus, it was interesting to combine it with transient EXAFS with its local
structure and chemical sensitivity. Pump-probe WAXS combined with XES was performed on a
DFB solution. The latter were conducted in order to extract the excited state fraction and use
it when fitting the WAXS data. The transient XES data demonstrate that in the photoexcited
state the spin increases, as expected for the Cu+1→Cu+2 transition. However, more suitable
references than copper oxides would be necessary in order to unambiguously extract the excited
state fraction. We estimated its value as f = 4− 15 % and it was further fitted as an independent
parameter in the WAXS analysis. While the distances between two Cu-centred halves of the
molecule are too large to be reliably probed by transient EXAFS, transient WAXS showed
sensitivity to the torsion angle Cu-S-S-Cu coupled to the rotation of two parts of molecule
around the intact S-S bond. The torsion angle extracted from this data was found to be 104°+6

−5
(DFT: 98°), which corresponds to rotation by 52° from the ground state. At the same time, the
WAXS fit was not sensitive to small changes in the coordination bonds lengths. Thus, structural
data extracted from both EXAFS and WAXS show agreement with the calculations.

Previous research on the structural evolution in photoexcited copper bisphenantrolines was
a grounding basis for the current study. In this work we extended this field by bringing a
dicopper complex with biologically relevant copper-sulfur bonding into the focus of pump-
probe X-ray and optical techniques. The long-term air and radiation stability makes Cu2(NSSN)2
an interesting model to study reversible S–S bond cleavage. At the same time, photoexcitation
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of an MLCT band models an electron transfer reaction, which is relevant for the biological
function of certain Cu–S enzymes. For Cu2(NSSN)2 in particular, the charge transfer causes
conversion from disulfide to thiolate, which is frequent in nature where it is found as one of
the mechanisms of formation of the tertiary structure of proteins and protection of cells from
oxidative stress. For this copper model system the disulfide–thiolate conversion can be achieved
both by population of the antibonding orbital of the S–S bridge via photoexcitation and by
chemical reaction with chloride ions. This work demonstrates that combining time-resolved
X-ray absorption spectroscopy and wide-angle X-ray scattering has potential for studies of
photoinduced changes in molecular systems in solution. This is one of the first studies where
these two structurally-sensitive methods are applied together to investigate the photochemistry
of a dinuclear copper complex providing insight into different structural aspects of its excited
state.

6.2 Outlook

Certain aspects of the photocycle of Cu2(NSSN)2 could be further investigated with other
time-resolved techniques. In particular, we do not have direct information about time scales
of vibrational cooling: this phenomenon can takes place in quite wide time scales (100 fs to
100 ps [Vlč00]), depending on the complex, and it can be overlapped with other processes. One
experimental technique sensitive to this process is fs pump-probe IR spectroscopy. For example,
for a copper complex in [Dic+17], a combination of transient absorption spectroscopies in IR
and UV-vis allowed to discriminate the lifetimes of ISC in the excited state and vibrational
relaxation of the hot ground state. Another observable sensitive to the vibrational cooling is the
ratio between Stokes and anti-Stokes regions in Raman spectra. Additional information that
pump-probe Raman spectroscopy could provide about Cu2(NSSN)2 lies with its sensitivity to
the S-S bond stretching vibration, which typically shows a strong signal at around 500 cm−1,
while not being present in infrared spectra [BM73]. Bleaching of this spectral band after the
photoexcitation should accompany ISC and therefore happen on the time scale of 10 ps. Transient
Raman spectroscopy on this time scale should be possible with a pump-probe Raman setup
recently built in our laboratory in the Center for free-electron laser science (CFEL) with a high-
resolution UT-3 monochromator [Sch+05] and a microjet sample delivery system [Wet+16].
However, Raman scattering is typically very weak and extending it into the pump-probe regime
is still very challenging. Another interesting question about photophysics of Cu2(NSSN)2 that
could be addressed further is its luminescent properties. This complex is not emissive at the
room temperature in a solution. This is not surprising, because normally strong structural
changes in the excited state, as is the case with Cu2(NSSN)2, cause increase in non-radiative
decay rates [MFC15]. For this reason it would be interesting to measure luminescence of the
complex as a solid: the rotation of two halves of the molecule should be hindered, which may
affect its emissive properties.

In the field of X-ray spectroscopies, LII,III-edge absorption spectra of 3d transition metals
normally have sharper features and are easier to interpret quantitatively than K-edge spectra.
These edges are formed by dipole-allowed 2p-3d transitions and therefore probe valent d orbitals.
K-edge spectroscopy of ligands also provides valuable information about metal-ligand bonds,
because there the transitions also happen to valent orbitals, such as 1s→ 2p for nitrogen and
1s→ 3p for sulfur. Thus, by combining Cu L-edge and S K-edge XANES spectra, the Cu-ligand
bond covalency in Cu/S/N compounds could be directly obtained [DeB+01; Sar+07]. In the
field of time-resolved studies, pump-probe soft X-ray spectroscopies have already shown their
potential in investigating photoexcited transition metal (TM) complexes on the TM L-edge
[Hus+10; Hus+11; Wer+15] as well as the ligand K-edge [Kui+16]. Pump-probe XAS studies on
sulfur K-edge, in particular, were recently reported for the first time for small organic molecules
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[Och+17; Kui+17].
Ongoing development of pump-probe X-ray techniques shows that this field has big perspec-

tives to answer questions in fundamental and applied research [MPC14; CZS14]. In addition to
existing setups, new experimental stations are being opened, such as a planned pump-probe
XAS and XES setup at beamline P64 of Petra III, which will be able to make the full use of high
brilliance of Petra III. The Femtosecond X-ray Experiments (FXE) instrument at the European
XFEL, dedicated to combined XAS, XES and WAXS, starts operation this year, and will com-
bine ultra-high brilliance of X-rays with fs resolution, which brings scientists to the space- and
timescale of elemental acts of chemical reactions.
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Acronyms

APD avalanche photodiode 53

CA central atom 4, 5

CCD charge-coupled device 36, 67

CFT crystal field theory 4, 5

DFT density functional theory 27, 30, 37, 55, 65, 66

DN donor number 32

ES excited state 26, 39, 51, 54, 55, 57–60, 71, 76

ESA excited states absorption 39, 40, 42

ET electron transfer 1–3, 6, 10

EXAFS extended X-ray absorption fine structure 16, 17, 19, 21, 32, 43, 44, 48–50, 53, 55–58, 60,
61, 65, 73, 79–81

FC Frank-Condon 11

FT-IR Fourier transform infrared 27

FWHM full width at half maximum 61, 68

GS ground state 39, 51–55, 57

GSB ground state bleaching 37, 40, 42

GVD group velocity dispersion 37

HOMO highest-occupied molecular orbital 11, 29

HPLC high-performance liquid chromatography 32

IC internal conversion 11, 39, 80, 84

ISC intersystem crossing 9, 11, 13, 39, 40, 42, 80, 84, 85

KB Kirkpatrick-Baez 43

LC ligand-centered 9, 11
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LFT ligand field theory 5

LMCT ligand-to-metal charge transfer 9, 18, 19

LUMO lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital 11, 29

MC metal-centered 9

MLCT metal-to-ligand charge transfer 9, 11, 13, 29, 32–35, 57, 68, 80, 83

MO molecular orbitals 5, 28

MS multiple scattering 16, 21

OD optical density 36, 45

OLED organic light-emitting diode 3, 12

PES potential energy surface 5, 11

PS pumped spectrum 26

RISC reversed intersystem crossing 12

S/N signal to noise 37, 51, 54, 55

SDD silicon drift detector 23, 67

SE stimulated emission 39

SO spin-orbit 11

TA transient absorption 32, 36, 40, 42, 81

TADF thermally activated delayed fluorescence 12, 13

TDDFT time-dependent density functional theory 28, 60, 61

TM transition metal 1–5, 9, 11, 13, 16, 39, 85

trWAXS transient wide angle X-ray scattering 32

trXAS transient X-ray absorption spectroscopy 13, 32, 45

trXES transient X-ray emission spectroscopy 26, 32

VR vibrational relaxation 11, 39, 40

WAXS wide-angle X-ray scattering 1, 25, 26, 39, 61, 63, 67, 68, 71, 80–82, 84

XANES X-ray absorption near edge structure 16–18, 26, 43, 48

XAS X-ray absorption spectroscopy 1, 2, 25–27, 35, 39, 43, 44, 55, 61, 63, 65, 66, 76, 81, 82, 84

XES X-ray emission spectroscopy 1, 25, 26, 67, 68, 70, 76, 84

XRD X-ray diffraction 45, 80
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Chemical nomenclature

ACN acetonitrile 35, 36, 39, 41–45, 49–51, 53, 61–63, 65, 77, 81, 82

DCM dichloromethane 32, 36, 39, 41, 42, 81

DFB 1,2-difluorobenzene 29, 35–44, 48, 51, 61–63, 67, 71, 81, 82

DMF dimethylformamide 32

dmp dimethylphenantroline 11, 13

DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide 32

qu quinoline 13

TMG tetramethylguanidine 13, 27, 29

TMGqu 8-(tetramethylguanidine)quinoline 11, 13
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